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Racist incidents and student demands 
prompt administrative action 
By Ellen McDevitt 
Staff Reporter 
\ / 
As a result of a series of blatantly racist incidents 
which occurred over the past week and student re¬ 
sponse to these incidents, the administration has 
provided specific examples of action they are taking 
to assist in combatting the problem. These conces¬ 
sions (see box, page 3), which still fall short of some 
student demands, resulted from a week-long, stu¬ 
dent-driven process which included two open fo¬ 
rums to facilitate discussion and communication be¬ 
tween students and administration. 
Although the ice may have been broken with the 
presentation of these beginning steps offered by the 
administration, Bates does not have an official policy 
on racial harassment, as was stated often in the open 
discussions. 
Reports of racist incidents began on Thursday, 
March 10, when a student received an invitation for 
a reception in honor of Sangai Asia upon which was 
written a derogatory racial slur. On Saturday 
evening, March 12, a female concierge worker re¬ 
ceived a sexually harassing telephone call. On Sun¬ 
day, March 13, a meeting of multicultural organiza¬ 
tions reviewed the controversial incidents. 
Student reaction to the incidents manifested it¬ 
self in the Multiethnic Empowerment Initiative 
(MEI), a student group comprised of members from 
Jason Fraser '94 makes a point during Wednesday's 
open forum on racism. Wendy Moore photo. 
various ethnic clubs on campus. The group issued a 
flyer over the weekend stating their discontent with 
the administration's alleged lack of punitive action 
regarding the racial incidents and MEI's desire for 
Continued on Page 3, Column 1 
Penn student files 
federal lawsuit 
against Bates 
By Laura Allen 
Copy Editor 
A former University of Pennsylvania student 
has filed a federal suit against Bates College for fail¬ 
ing to notify the university of a former Bates 
professor's alleged sexually harassing behavior 
when recommending him to the Penn faculty, ac¬ 
cording to yesterday's Lewiston Sun-Joumal. 
Lisa Topol, 22, claims that Malcolm Woodfield 
had been accused of and reprimanded for sexual 
harassment while an assistant professor of English at 
Bates from 1990-1992, wrote the Sun-Joumal. 
The article asserts that Topol accused Woodfield 
of sexually harassing her as his student at Penn dur¬ 
ing 1992-93, claiming that the professor seduced her 
into a sexual relationship. A February 24 article in 
the Daily Pennsylvanian, the student newspaper of 
the University of Pennsylvania, confirms that 
Woodfield and Topol did engage in intercourse but 
that the professor denies sexually harassing Topol. 
Topol is also filing a $100,000 suit with the Uni¬ 
versity of Pennsylvania, claiming that the school de¬ 
layed formal accusations against Woodfield for 
months after her initial complaint, reported the Sun- 
Continued on Page 2, Column 1 
V 
A tale of two very different Bates traditions... 
Rick Magnuson photo. Alex Hahn photo. 
One is academic and the other is extracurricular; both are time honored. At left, Toby White '94 turns in his honors thesis on Wednesday just prior to the 3:00 
p.m. deadline. His 101-page interdisciplinary thesis is entitled "Quantum Conversations: Gender, Metaphor and Privilege in Theoretical Physics." At right, a 
soaking wet student participates in yesterday's St. Patrick's Day puddle jump. The annual tradition involves dunking willing students into a hole in the ice 
of Lake Andrews. 
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NEWS BRIEFS 1 
Dean Carignan awaits heart transplant 
Caller continues to sexually 
harass female students 
Since his admission to Boston's Brigham and Women's Hospital five weeks 
ago, Dean of the College James Carignan continues to be in "good spirits" as he 
awaits a heart transplant, according to Dean of Students F. Celeste Branham. 
"They do not know when he will receive a heart, but we are optimistic that it will 
be soon," said Branham. Due to the great deal of "uncertainty" about the right 
medical course of action in the beginning, Carignan's close friends and relatives 
were the only ones knowledgeable of his condition. Once the doctors made a 
medical diagnosis, information about his condition was related to the Bates 
community. "There is now a clear course of action," said Branham, and as 
Carignan continues to do "extremely well," there is hope for the transplant 
sometime in the near future. (KR) 
Pro-choice group to increase awareness 
A pro-choice group was started two weeks ago on campus in the hopes to 
"insure safe and legal reproductive rights for women through education and 
political action," said Kim Crichton '94. "There are a lot of students on campus 
who are pro-choice," she said, "and it is hard for these students to put their 
knowledge and ideas into action. The group wants to facilitate this." Although 
the group is at an organizational level now, in the future they hope to get in¬ 
volved at all levels to promote awareness on campus. This action will ideally 
consist of letterwriting to congresspeople and education of the Bates community, 
said Crichton. (KR) 
Rape Awareness Week features wall 
Recognizing the fourth annual Rape Awareness Week, the student organi¬ 
zation sexual assault response line (SARL) coordinated awareness events this 
past week which ranged from a coffeehouse to lectures. Perhaps one of the most 
provocative features of the week, however, may not have been an event. "One of 
the most important things we did was the [rape awareness] wall," said Jessica 
Macomber '95, co-coordinator of the week. "We tried to show how rape and 
sexual assault affect the Bates Community." The wall accomplished this goal 
through Bates rape and sexual assault statistics and personal accounts of Bates 
survivors. (BW) 
Bates sued by UPenn student 
Continued from Page 1 
Journal. 
The suits contend that Woodfield 
complimented the student regularly, 
assured her he would get her into 
graduate school, and during their af¬ 
fair was "verbally abusive" and 
"spanked and hit" her "with a crop 
and whip during their sexual encoun¬ 
ters," according to the Sun-Journal. 
The matter is scheduled to be 
heard by Penn's Committee on Aca¬ 
demic Freedom and Responsibility, 
although Woodfield is not a defen¬ 
dant in either of the federal civil suits, 
stated the Sun-Journal. 
President Harward told the Sun- 
Journal that he could not comment on 
the case because he had not yet seen 
the legal papers. 
By Margaux D'Auteuil 
Student Correspondent 
"Hello, I'm from the University of 
Maine and I'm conducting a survey on 
women's fashion, would you mind 
answering some questions?" The tele¬ 
phone introduction seems realistic; 
the man sounds professional — and in 
a way he is. This man is a sexually 
harassing caller who has been harass¬ 
ing female students at Bates and has 
been for years. 
Gael Hines '94, a resident of Rand, 
was one of the victims of these calls. 
Hines was awakened on a recent Sat¬ 
urday morning at 7:30 by an off-cam¬ 
pus phone call. She agreed to answer 
some questions, being "one of those 
suckers who have a hard time hanging 
up on those sorts of people," she said 
of her belief that the caller was con¬ 
ducting a survey. 
The man began asking her ques¬ 
tions pertaining to different modes of 
dress in various situations, said Hines. 
The man proceeded to ask her if she 
would wear a petticoat under a formal 
tea-length gown. Focusing on the 
petticoat-dress combo, the man be¬ 
came more graphic in his description, 
stated Hines, using adjective after 
sexually directed adjective. It was at 
this point in the conversation that she 
realized the reality of the situation and 
hung up. 
Hines would hear from the same 
man again. She was called under a 
similar scenario the next day, at which 
time she hung up immediately. 
Hines called Security to discuss 
her concerns with them. Security Of¬ 
ficer Sherri Brooks stated that this 
man has been making sexually ha¬ 
rassing phone calls in the area for a 
while and that she herself was a victim 
three years ago. Brooks said that a 
tracer can be set up for off-campus 
calls, but in this case the man usually 
does not call the same person more 
than once. 
Security received many more 
complaints last year; however, as 
Brooks noted, this does not necessar¬ 
ily indicate that he has called less often 
this year. "A lot of the calls do not get 
reported until the victims realize oth¬ 
ers are reporting it," stated Brooks. 
She encourages victims to report 
the calls, since in order for Security to 
solve the problem they need a lot of 
details. Without details of additional 
cases there is little they can do, said 
Brooks. 
This is not a new phenomena. 
Hines discussed the incidents with a 
hallmate who is from Lewiston who 
told Hines that her sister had received 
the same call 10 years ago at home. 
Hines also believes the caller may 
be in possession of a Bates directory. 
She discovered after talking with oth¬ 
ers on her floor that every female 
room on her floor had been called this 
year. 
According to Hines, the man al¬ 
ways starts the same way, altering 
only the institution with which he is 
affiliated. He has a fetish for petti¬ 
coats, which was the specific detail 
that sparked the correlation in Hines' 
floormates. The man is "slick," she 
said; he wants you to talk with him 
and the longer you talk, the less co¬ 
herent the conversation becomes and 
the more sexual, Hines stated. 
REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY | 
Issues discussed during meeting held on 3/14. 
On Introduction of Parliamentary Procedures in the House— Parliamen¬ 
tarian Kathleen Snyder '96 distributed a hand-out describing simple parlia¬ 
mentary rules that will help the members to come across with their ideas 
more efficiently in the House. The members are encouraged to follow the 
rules as much as possible. This will enable a democratic climate to prevail in 
the House. 
On the Budget Allocations— Treasurer Joey Gaither '95 and the members of 
the Budget Committee met over the last weekend with representatives of 
student clubs and organizations to allocate funds for next year. The funds that 
the RA had for disbursement this year were substantially less than last year. 
All organizations had until noon last Tuesday to notify the treasurer of their 
grievances concerning their respective allocations. 
On the "Discussion Board" Proposal— Alex Komlosi '96 presented a pro¬ 
posal for an RA-sponsored "Discussion Board" in the March 7 meeting. A 
number of amendments to the proposal were suggested by the members and 
some changes were made in the March 14 meeting. Further discussion on the 
amendments will be carried out in our next meeting. 
Committee Reports— The EARL Committee met. Gavin King '97 reported 
that the committee accepted the constitutions of several new clubs/organi¬ 
zations that include the Roller-Blading Club, Bates Aviators and the Unitar¬ 
ians. 
—Reported by RA Secretary Faham Rashid '96 
CRUISE JOBS 
Students Needed! 
Earn up to $2,000+/month working for Cruise 
Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World Travel. 
Summer and Full-Time employment available. 
No experience necessary For more information 
call: Cruise Employment Services 
_(206) 634-0468 ext. C5066_ 
H 
Does Your Heart Good. 
||j| American Heart Association 
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Gala to feature Tito Puente once again — this time for real 
By Liza Potter 
Student Correspondent 
On Saturday, March 19, the fourth 
annual All-College Gala, sponsored 
by the Office of the President and co¬ 
ordinated by the Office of Special 
Projects, will be held at Bates. There 
are a variety of events scheduled for 
the evening, including performances 
under a Southwestern Latin Carib¬ 
bean theme by the Tito Puente Latin 
Jazz All-Stars and the Dirty Dozen 
Brass Band. 
There are multiple acts which 
make up the Gala. The Cabaret por¬ 
tion of the night, from 8:45 to 9:45 
p.m., will include entertainment by 
three Bates staff members: Larry 
Johnson, director of security and 
campus safety, Timothy Blake of se¬ 
curity, and Celeste Dean, assistant di¬ 
rector of special projects and summer 
programs will sing together in the 
Gray Cage. 
At 9:15, the Dirty Dozen Brass 
Band will play in Alumni Gymna¬ 
sium. This New Orleans band, which 
is known for giving incredible live 
shows, combines bop, funk and 
rhythm and blues. 
At 9:30, in the Gray Cage, the Tito 
Puente Latin Jazz All-Stars, the win¬ 
ners of multiple Grammy awards, will 
play a blend of salsa, jazz and swing. 
Tito Puente, last year's no-show due to travel difficulties, will hopefully grace 
this year's All-College Gala. The Dirty Dozen Brass Band will assist with 
entertainment activities. 
Puente was scheduled to appear 
at last year's Gala, but was forced to 
cancel at the last minute due to trav¬ 
elling difficulties from a concert in 
Argentina to the United States, said 
Assistant to the President Rebecca 
Conrad. 
Although the two bands are 
starting their first sets at relatively the 
same time, the sets will be staggered 
later in the evening. With this set-up, 
at least one band will be playing at all 
times throughout the evening, ac¬ 
cording to Paul Rosenthal, coordina¬ 
tor of student activities. 
The evening is "designed to be a 
celebration of the Bates community," 
said Rosenthal. "Bates is a close-knit 
college; for those of us who work here 
and for those of us who go to school 
here, [there is] a strong sense of com¬ 
munity and a sense that we are much 
more than a bunch of people in the 
same place at the same time." 
Conrad agreed. She stated that the 
Gala is "an opportunity for students, 
faculty and staff to get to know each 
other in a different 
situation ... [The Gala has] become a 
tradition at Bates, a part of the culture 
here." 
In addition to the music and 
dancing, Bates Food Service is also in¬ 
corporated into the planning of the 
night and will provide food for the 
event, according to Conrad. 
Racism sparks student activism and administrative response 
Continued from Page 1 
immediate development of an official racial harass¬ 
ment policy. 
After a swastika appeared on the inside of a li¬ 
brary elevator and a woman received a threatening 
racist telephone message last Monday, MEI issued a 
two-page flyer outlining further dissatisfaction with 
the college's multiethnic representation in the areas 
of curriculum, faculty and student recruitment. 
Last Wednesday, an open forum discussion was 
held in Chase lounge for all members of the Bates 
community to discuss the racial incidents. Branham 
began by acknowledging the incidents as "repre¬ 
senting serious racial hostility and bigotry which 
cuts at the fabric of the educational community and 
simply should not exist." 
The first question to the administration ad¬ 
dressed the lack of a campus policy on racial ha¬ 
rassment. Branham related that there exists no for¬ 
mal policy on racial harassment but that the Office of 
Affirmative Action, the Racial Relations Council and 
the Office of the Deans have been in discussion over 
Administrative 
“Solutions”* 
1. Two new Student Conduct Committee cases 
involving the perpetrators of racial incidents. 
2. Multicultural groups meet with president 
3. Letter from the president to clarify school 
policy on codes of conduct in language. 
4. Development of new multicultural classes 
and programs for the upcoming year. 
5. Restructuring of the first-year orientation 
program to include serious discussion about 
racism. 
•To date 
A Portland Channel 8 cameraman elicits student 
opinions yesterday regarding racism at Bates. The 
piece will air tonight at 6. Rick Magnuson photo. 
the development of such a policy for approximately 
two years. 
This raised the issues of why students have not 
been informed of the progress of the policy and why 
it is taking so long to develop. Branham did not de¬ 
fend the slowness of the progress. 
However, there exists a Proposed Policy on 
Discriminatory Harassment under Appendix 4 of 
the Task Force Report on Anti-Semitism which de¬ 
tails what constitutes discriminatory harassment in 
the form of language and nonverbal symbols. 
Branham stated that this policy is still awaiting ap¬ 
proval by the president. 
"We want an anti-racist policy because we don't 
believe you anymore and what you have said we 
have heard before," asserted Ahmad Azadi '94, cit¬ 
ing the administration's lack of response to the gay, 
lesbian and bisexual community. 
The anger, frustration and disappointment 
reached a pinnacle when approximately a third of 
the audience walked out in disillusionment at the 
"facade of words" presented by the Deans. Com¬ 
menting on the walkout in a later interview, 
Branham stated, "I believe it was a valid and under¬ 
standable expression of frustration and reinforces 
the notion that we have to be very specific about’ 
what to do to rectify the issue." 
The following day Harward held another open 
forum and talks resumed with a full audience and 
administrative representation from Branham, Dean 
of the Faculty Martha Crunkleton, Harward, and 
Dean of Admissions William Hiss. 
At this forum, a student challenged the presi¬ 
dent with his belief that Bates is a racist institution, 
at which time the president disagreed strongly, re¬ 
fusing to concede to the 'accusation. The'president 
maintained that the racist actions of a few should not 
categorize Bates aS a racist institution:' 
Near the conclusion of the Second forum, Jason 
Fraser '94, a member of MEI, outlined some of the 
solutions MEI wants to see implemented by the end 
of the year (see box). 
MEI is now working with the newly established 
Multicultural Coalition for Social Change (MCSC) to 
participate in a protest vigil to be held before the 
President's Gala at 8:15 this Saturday. President 
Harward agreed that the vigil is "a good and appro¬ 
priate opportunity to express opinions," and also 
stated that, "It is imperative to use this as a mending 
activity to address the charges that need to be ad¬ 
dressed." 
MEI “Solutions” 
1. President commits to providing person of 
color as administrator or staff person in OCS. 
2. President outlines aggressive hiring of mi¬ 
nority faculty members. 
3. President acknowledges work minority fac¬ 
ulty have done and count it towards tenure. 
4. Timetable for Jewish, Asian and Latino Cul¬ 
tural Studies Program by president 
5. Director of admissions given a directive 
which gives power to a person of color to in¬ 
crease number of minority students. 
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Smoking committee recommendation limits lighting up areas 
By Kara Peters 
Student Correspondent 
On Wednesday, the smoking 
committee issued a recommendation 
regarding a new college smoking 
policy. 
The new policy would comply 
with Maine state law enacted on 
January 1 of this year which prohibits 
smoking in all enclosed areas of public 
places. The state legislation stipulates 
that a "designated smoking area must 
be designed to minimize smoke es¬ 
caping from the designated area into a 
public place." 
Because it does not meet the state 
law's requirements of complete con¬ 
finement and adequate ventilation, 
Benjamin Mays Gallery will no longer 
serve as a smoking area, as it does in 
practice today. 
Conversely, the committee rec¬ 
ommended that half of the game room 
serve as a formal smoking location. 
Also, the smoking lounge on the sec¬ 
ond floor of Ladd Library and the car¬ 
peted section of the Den have been 
marked as designated smoking areas. 
According to head of the commit¬ 
tee, Personnel Director Judy Bergevin, 
the group began meeting at the begin- 
This no smoking sign in Ben Mays 
Gallery may actually have some pull 
soon. Rick Magnusoti photo. 
ning of the academic year to update 
the employee policy based on the 
Workplace Smoking Act of 1986. 
"We have continued to study the 
feasibility of a smoke-free campus, 
and we are attempting to work to¬ 
ward that end in stages," remarked 
Bergevin. "We definitely think that 
smoking ought to be controlled." 
After condensing the old policy 
and introducing several changes, the 
committee produced a draft, which 
was revised at Wednesday's meeting 
to address the results of a recent sur¬ 
vey administered to determine atti¬ 
tudes about smoking in the Den. 
The Den will now be completely 
smoke-free between the hours of 11:00 
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on weekdays, ac¬ 
cording to the recommendation. Dur¬ 
ing the remainder of the time, smok¬ 
ing will be restricted to the carpeted 
area in the back in an effort to limit 
people's exposure to smoke while 
getting food. 
Previously, Chase Lounge was 
the only official smoking area in 
Chase Hall. According to 
Committeemember James Reese, as¬ 
sociate dean of students, "Informally, 
the practice extended into Benjamin 
Mays Gallery." 
Bergevin echoed the sentiment of 
many students, stating, "The charm of 
Ben Mays is that it's easy to get to. 
People like to go there after dinner. It's 
a definite social space." 
In the new legislation, however, 
neither Chase Lounge nor Ben Mays 
Gallery qualifies as a smoking area. 
The proposed policy does not in¬ 
clude a statement regarding smoking 
in student residences. Prior to the 
housing lottery, the committee issued 
a proposal to the Representative As¬ 
sembly (RA) which suggested making 
50 percent of student residences 
smoke-free and leaving the other half 
to be determined by the residents 
themselves. This proposal was 
soundly rejected by the RA. 
Committeemember Matt Orr '94 
labeled the proposal "one more bad 
decision in a string of bad decisions 
that would limit student choices." 
Calling himself a vehement advocate 
of student self-regulation, Orr added 
that such a decision would seriously 
complicate the admissions process, 
essentially excluding smokers from 
the applicant pool. 
Reese defended the committee's 
position, stating, "We were not in¬ 
tending to dictate to students whether 
smoking should occur in dorms or 
houses. We had hoped to be in the 
middle of a discussion among the 
students regarding where smoking 
occurs, because we know that there is 
a wide range of feelings on the sub¬ 
ject." 
Within the next few weeks, the 
smoking committee will administer a 
survey to all students who plan to be 
on campus next semester in order to 
obtain a more coherent picture of stu¬ 
dent opinion regarding smoking poli¬ 
cies within residences. 
' 
V 
University of Southern Maine Summer Session 
Spend Your Summer Wisely 
Keep moving toward your educational 
goals this summer. 
This summer, with 4-week, 6-week, and 7-week sessions 
and numerous special institutes, USM can provide, 
quality academic experiences. 
Registration begins April 18 and will continue through 
the beginning of each session. 
For more information contact: 
University of Southern Maine 
Office of Extended Academic Programs/Summer Session 
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103 
or call (207) 780-4076 or 1-800-800-4USM, Ex. 4076 
©University of Southern Maine 
Summer 
SESSION 
EARTH TIP 
HOW TO ENJOY THE X-MEN WITHOUT A TELEVISION 
Buy the Comic Book. 
For a complete selection o£ X-Men related > tJA x A m
i-UyU Marvel Comic Books and Trade Paperbacks goto 
^ A ^ 
••• 
tarns 
Instal1 ins objects 
1 i ke small juice 
bottles, laundry anjl 
dishwashi ngsoap 
bott'l $s i n your toi 1 et 
tank can reducethe 
amount of water that a 
toi 1 et uses by 15 to 
40%. 
_L 
#*1 m 
Vfr m 
LEWISTON MALL 
12 EAST AVENUE 
LEWISTON, ME 04240 
TEL. 783-4450 
. .... ..JV„. 
TM & © 1993 Marvel Entertainment Group, Inc. All rights reserved. 
,\ 
IMPROVE 
YOUR 
NIGHT LIFE. 
Many accidents are caused by car 
drivers who didn’t see the cyclists. 
Wear reflective gear and bright 
clothing. And keep your c o > 
evening from being ruined. yff/ 
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONS 
/ * 
SJ 
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Four arrests made in connection with recent car burglaries 
"The arrests were the result of surveillance 
and good patrol work by officers." 
Detective Roger Landry, 
Lewiston Police Department 
By Kara Peters 
Student Correspondent 
Lewiston police recently made 
four arrests in connection with the 
rash of recent car burglaries on the 
Bates campus and around the city it¬ 
self. Three juveniles and an adult were 
charged with burglary, a felony of¬ 
fense. Several more suspects in the 
burglaries remain at large. 
Although approximately $5,000 to 
$6,000 worth of goods were recovered, 
this figure does not represent all the 
stolen items, according to Lewiston 
police. The recovered merchandise 
was primarily the property of one in¬ 
dividual. 
"The arrests were the result of 
surveillance and good patrol work by 
officers," said Detective Roger Landry 
of the Lewiston Police Department. 
The department received tips about 
the suspects and kept a watch on their 
activities for several days, he said. 
Prior to the arrests, police ob¬ 
tained a search warrant and uncov¬ 
ered stolen goods in the apartment of 
one of the suspects. 
Landry stressed that not all those 
involved in the robberies have been 
apprehended. "We caught some, but 
some are still out ... maybe a half 
dozen." 
Although the individuals arrested 
worked together, other individuals 
working independently have not been 
brought in, he said. 
Landry advised that students and 
residents be careful about what they 
leave in their cars. 
On the Bates campus, 26 vehicles 
were broken into during a five-day 
period between February 10 and 15, 
according to Bates security. As with 
the burglaries in town, stereos and ra¬ 
dar detectors were high on the list of 
stolen items, though not the only 
items. 
"They had a method of opera¬ 
tion," said Larry Johnson, director of 
security. "They'd look in, see if there 
was anything valuable, and smash the 
window. In total, [the crime took] 
about 15 seconds." 
The thieves did not target par¬ 
ticular parking areas on the campus, 
but instead hit all over the campus. In 
response, Security posted notices 
throughout the campus, made an¬ 
nouncements on WRBC and increased 
surveillance of parking lots. 
In response to some complaints of 
poor safety measures taken by Bates 
Security, Johnson said, "We could 
take lots of measures [to make theft 
more difficult]", he said, "but you 
need to consider cost effectiveness, as 
well as the effect on the overall atmo¬ 
sphere." 
Join in the 
celebration of life 
by donating blood! 
Keep the Luck of the Season Going - 
BATES COLLEGE BLOOD DRIVE 
TUESDAY. MARCH 22.1994 
2:00pm to 8:00pm 
In Chase Lounge 
Please sign up to donate today. We cannot do it without you!! 
American Red Cross Blood Services - Northeast Region 
Our regulation-size STREETBALL® is a $20 retail value, 
and a portion of its proceeds goes to the NCAA® 
Scholarship Fund* Pizza Hut® pizza, the official pizza 
of the college basketball fan. 
Large Pan or 
Thin TN Crispy® Pizza! 
Phone 
777-7111 
for Delivery or Carryout 
519 Sabattus Street 
Offer Expires 4/26/94. Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per visit. 
Hey Seniors!! 
Did you know... 
• the money donated to the Annual Alumni Fund is 
used for things like scholarships, organizational 
budgets, club sports and more? 
PLEASE GIVE - YOU CAN 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE HERE!! 
We Deliver 
Kegs Free 
of Charge 
We have the lowest 
prices on kegs 
around!! 
Specials 
Genny Ice Cases 
$8.99 plus tax and deposit 
Miller Genuine Draft Suitcases 
$8.99 plus tax and deposit 
Molson Golden 12 pks. 
$6.99 plus tax and deposit 
Budweiser Suitcases 
$12.39 plus tax and deposit 
Zima 6 pks. 
$4.99 plus tax and deposit 
Bring In Your Returnables & Get 20% Extra 
794 Sabattus Street Lewiston 783-6353 
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Blind Justice?: Sexual assault survivors speak out 
By Adam Fifield and Evan Halper 
Staff Reporters 
Guidebooks and handbooks and 
posters and all sorts of procedural in¬ 
formation about rape and sexual vio¬ 
lence abound on this campus, and it 
has become progressively harder to 
sort through it all and emerge with a 
clear understanding. Living some¬ 
where quietly amongst the words of 
these policies, the rhetoric of the Dean 
of Students' Office, and the myths that 
surface in conversations, jokes and in 
intentions for the weekend, there are 
people who have survived this horror 
called rape and who know that it is a 
lot more than a public problem de¬ 
fined in a guidebook. 
assist any member of the community 
through any official Bates procedure, 
such as Student Conduct Committee 
Hearings." 
"[CRC] wasn't necessarily a real 
entity that was known or approach¬ 
able," says Marty McIntyre, director 
of the Sexual Assault Crisis Center in 
Lewiston. Other members of victim 
support groups repeated similar sen¬ 
timents. "I don't know the last time 
CRC was used," says Sherry Stadig 
'94, co-coordinator of Bates' Sexual 
Assault Response Line. 
Nevertheless, "The Bates College 
Student Handbook" uses this group to 
demonstrate their commitment to 
fighting sexual assault. The Hand¬ 
book reads as follows: "We, the Col- 
The fact that both Branham and Bell 
were members of the 
Committee on Sexual Violence_ 
and yet have such differing views 
regarding procedure is rather bewildering. 
These guidebook definitions are 
obviously crucial, but it is important 
to move beyond the assurance of a 
neatly constructed phrase and its 
subsections to appreciate that what 
committees "discuss" here. Rape is an 
epidemic that creeps with a quiet 
confidence and that claims our friends 
permissively. 
"Rape is not a reality until it hap¬ 
pens to you," says Linda (not her real 
name), who, before enduring a rape, 
says she never considered the possi¬ 
bility of it happening to her. But the 
crime of rape has "happened" to 25 
percent of Bates women at some point 
in their lives, according to a recent 
survey conducted by the Sexual As¬ 
sault Response Line. 
The question then becomes this: 
are the policies in place more than just 
words? Most importantly, does the 
current system for supporting survi¬ 
vors of sexual violence really support 
them? If not, does it abandon them? 
■ What's written and whaTs there 
Dean of Students F. Celeste 
Branham states that the current policy 
on rape and sexual violence has been 
examined and improved over time, 
yet many questions still remain. The 
"Bates Support Network for Survivors 
of Sexual Violence," which is listed 
within the pages of the Bates hand¬ 
book "Rape and Sexual Violence," in¬ 
cludes a number of organizations that 
victims can supposedly contact for 
support. In this list's favor is the fact 
that the Sexual Assault Crisis Center is 
listed first and that most of the orga¬ 
nizations beneath it are legitimate. 
However, our findings have led us to 
conclude that this "network" may in¬ 
stead be partially composed of a sys¬ 
tem of misinformation. 
One of the groups listed, the 
Community Relations Council (CRC), 
appears to have gone defunct. The 
support network listing cites the CRC 
as an organization which "provides 
confidential advice and mediation 
services to all members of the Bates 
Community." The listing also states 
that "CRC members are available to 
lege community, regard sexual assault 
as a violent crime, a particularly hei¬ 
nous form of sexual harassment, 
whether committed by a stranger or 
an acquaintance on or off the cam¬ 
pus.... As evidence of that conviction, 
the College has established a Com¬ 
munity Relations Council...." 
Further down the support net¬ 
work list is the Affirmative Action 
Office. Below the list, James Bell, di¬ 
rector of affirmative action, is identi¬ 
fied as a member of the Committee on 
Sexual Violence. 
Our discussion with Bell brought 
to light the fact that the administration 
is lacking communication on the is¬ 
sues surrounding sexual violence. 
Bell seemed uncertain that the Affir¬ 
mative Action Office was even listed 
within the support network. When 
questioned about how his Office 
would proceed in the event that a 
victim of sexual violence reported the 
crime to his office, Bell replied, "I'm 
obligated to report that to the police. 
I'm a criminal myself for not reporting 
a felony." 
Before speaking to Bell, Branham 
had informed us that reporting such 
an incident to the police without con¬ 
sent of the victim is something she is 
clearly not allowed to do, as it is a 
breach of confidentiality. In response 
to this, Bell stated that "Dean 
Branham has some protections as a 
dean of students that I don't have as 
an affirmative action officer." While 
there may be validity to this claim, it is 
a legal issue with which we had not 
previously come into contact. If con¬ 
fiding in an organization means auto¬ 
matic police involvement, a victim has 
a right to know that. Nowhere in the 
description of the "support network" 
is this made clear. 
The fact that both Branham and 
Bell were members of the Committee 
on Sexual Violence and yet have such 
differing views regarding procedure 
is rather bewildering. 
■ Reporting a sexual assault 
After experiencing the dehuman¬ 
izing act of rape, it is hard to imagine 
Community Relations Council (CRC) 786-6073 
(Dennis Grafflin, Chair) 
The CRC provides confidential advice and mediation services to all 
members of the Bates Community. CRC members are available to assist 
any member of the community through any official Bates procedure, 
such as Student Conduct Commjg^^Saqngs. 
The advocacy 
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Victims of sexual assault and the policy shuffle. 
reporting it to Campus Security or the 
Dean of Students' Office, much less 
filing a criminal charge in court. 
However, upon interviewing two 
women who both reported rapes at 
the Dean of Students' Office and who 
both felt personally angered at the 
way their complaints were handled, 
we will try to offer you an idea, based 
on their experiences, of what it's like 
to report a rape on this campus. 
"The first thing I did... I was 
ashamed, I was scared. I went to a 
Page bathroom. I went in the shower. 
There was another woman there. I 
didn't want to ask for soap. I just 
rinsed myself with water. I blanked; 
my body went into total defense, 
shock mode," states one woman. 
This is how Linda felt immedi¬ 
ately after being raped. In the days 
following the rape, she suffered from 
panic attacks and a dramatic drop in 
her self-esteem, she says. "I couldn't 
deal with anything," she says. 
She then resolved to call a Sexual 
Assault Response Line operator who 
subsequently referred her to the 
Health Center. "I called the Health 
Center to report an acquaintance 
rape," says Linda, who claims the 
nurse she spoke with assumed she 
had not been raped recently, and 
therefore didn't immediately schedule 
a pregnancy test or pelvic exam, 
which are routine when a rape is re¬ 
ported. 
Kim Gannett drawing. 
This miscommunication was later 
cleared up, and Linda says, "I 
wouldn't discourage raped women 
from going to the Health Center." 
In particular, Linda recounts un¬ 
dergoing an emergency pelvic exam 
the day after she was raped. The exam 
was administered with a "cold, metal 
object, in an environment that was 
completely cold. She [the doctor] did 
not make me feel comfortable at all. 
She was not skilled in giving pelvic 
exams," she remembers. 
After her medical exams, the 
Health Center referred her to Dean 
Branham's office. "They wanted what 
was best for me," says Linda. "Unfor¬ 
tunately, in referring me to Dean 
Branham, it wasn't the best for me." 
"I told her everything," says 
Linda. "I told her he was still talking 
to me in Commons." 
She says Branham told her that 
she had several options open to her, 
but specifically recommended "that 
my best option was to put the rapist's 
name on a list, and that only if another 
woman came forward would we 
prosecute." Apparently, no other 
woman ever came forward. Linda's 
rapist was never brought up on 
charges. 
She reflects, "I now realize that 
one woman raped by a man is a big 
enough injustice to prosecute. Why 
Continued on Page 7, Column 1 
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Support network needs work, according to students 
SARL Survey Results for 1994 
■ Conducted by members of the Sexual Assault Response Line last week 
■ 784 total respondents, 406 female, 378 male. 
1. 25% of Bates women reported that they have been sexually 
assaulted. 
2. 5% of Bates men report having been sexually assaulted. 
3. 21 Bates men and women reported that they believed they 
may have committed an act of sexual violence. 
4. 64% of Bates students reported that they know someone 
who has been raped. 
5. Most Bates women who reported being sexually assaulted 
turned to friends and family. Only 3% of Bates women who 
were sexually assaulted turned to the police and 50% of Bates 
men who reported being sexually assaulted told no one. 16% 
of Bates women who reported being assaulted told no one. 
6. Of the Bates students who reported that they had been 
sexually assaulted, 18% of Bates women and 30% of Bates men 
report that more than one assailant was involved. 
7. 82% of the assaulted Bates respondents knew their assailant. 
Continued from Page 6 
wait until another innocent woman is 
violated?" This experience has left 
Linda embittered and furious: "I re¬ 
sent Dean Branham to this day for so 
altering my sense of justice because of 
my weakened emotional state." 
Susan (not her real name) also re¬ 
ported a rape with Dean Branham's 
office. On her first visit to Dean 
Branham, she went with another 
woman who was reporting the same 
rapist. 
Susan contends that two other 
women had previously gone into 
Dean Branham's office to report the 
same man. "She didn't call him in," 
she says. "Three weeks later, I was 
raped [by him]." 
Dean of Students F. Celeste 
Branham responds to these accusa¬ 
tions in offering her distinction be¬ 
tween "official" and "unofficial" 
complaints of rape. "I'm not permit¬ 
ted to inform the alleged attacker if it's 
an informal complaint," she explains, 
"unless the student specifically asks 
for that to be communicated." 
Susan and Linda both say they re¬ 
member asking Dean Branham to no¬ 
tify the alleged attacker. 
Branham also stated that "Bates 
encourages prompt reporting to the 
police." 
But, both women feel they were 
not adequately presented with all of 
their options, including encourage¬ 
ment to notify the police. Says Susan, 
"When you're in that position, it's 
hard to know what's going on. It's the 
administration's responsibility to of¬ 
fer us all the options. She never rec¬ 
ommended taking this to the police." 
It is also important, in cases of 
rape, to consider the appropriate at¬ 
mosphere in which a victim should be 
able to report a rape. Both sources say 
Dean Branham did not make them 
feel particularly comfortable. For ex¬ 
ample, in Linda's case, after Linda 
decided to cancel a key meeting with 
Branham, a meeting in which they 
were to supposedly initiate Student 
Conduct Committee proceedings, "I 
never heard from her. I saw her in 
Lane Hall, she wouldn't look at me." 
But, the Dean of Students' Office 
is not a counseling agency, states 
Branham, who adds, "I think my at¬ 
tempts have been to go very gently, 
but I think victims have not always 
perceived that." 
McIntyre of the Sexual Assault 
Crisis Center speaks of the impor¬ 
tance of victims feeling comfortable 
and safe when they make these diffi¬ 
cult decisions. "If s important to note 
people are only going to go forward if 
they feel safe," she says. "If they don't 
feel welcome or supported, they will 
probably not want to put themselves 
through it." 
■ The rage remains 
Dealing with rape is hard enough. 
But trying to reconcile the irreparable 
damage of a system that is supposed 
to protect but may serve to alienate 
can be equally as difficult, according 
to the women we interviewed. 
"I'm still mad about this," says 
Susan, who strongly discourages any 
students from filing a report of rape 
with Dean Branham. 
Linda concurs: "I feel Dean 
Branham frightened me, intimidated 
me, took advantage of my vulnerabil¬ 
ity, withheld important information 
from me when I first came to see her 
and discouraged me from pressing 
charges." 
Linda said that she still suffers 
from panic attacks, partly because, she 
says, "I'm seriously afraid that if she 
reads this and recognizes me, it will 
hinder my life at Bates. I don't know 
how much power that woman has." 
Branham denies any abuse of 
power. "I don't think my experience 
here has been one of abusive power," 
she asserts. "My preference is one to 
resolve." 
Most hurtful of all to these 
women, however, is the fact that they 
both felt their trust was betrayed. "I 
trusted her with the most personal 
story of my life," says Linda. "I will 
never trust her again." 
"I'm deeply regretful if that is 
how she felt," stated Branham. 
Linda cautions future victims 
sternly: "I would never advise any 
other woman on this campus to trust 
her. Go to the police. Go to your par¬ 
ents. Go to the Health Center. Go to 
the Sexual Assault Crisis Center, or 
call SARL. But do not go to Dean 
Branham." 
For anyone who needs to report a 
rape, there are several other options 
available on and off campus. (See ac¬ 
companying story for details.) 
■ Who's telling the truth? 
Over the past few years there has 
been discussion among Bates admin¬ 
istration officials and local law en¬ 
forcement authorities regarding Bates' 
handling of students who have been 
accused of violent crimes. A debate of 
sorts took place in the Lewiston Sun- 
Journal two years ago involving a se¬ 
ries of articles in which the district at¬ 
torney accused the college of provid¬ 
ing a haven for criminals. The admin¬ 
istration repeatedly denied such 
charges. 
The charges revolved around the 
fact that victims of sexual harassment 
were not coming forward to the au¬ 
thorities. The general sentiment 
amongst law enforcement authorities 
was that the College was more con¬ 
cerned with upholding its reputation 
Where to go: 
By Adam Fifield 
Staff Reporter 
There are several options avail¬ 
able to a Bates student who desires 
to report a sexual assault, whether 
or not they want to press charges. 
No one is obligated to pursue any 
specified course of action, and if 
given recommendations by the 
Dean of Students' Office, you are not 
required to follow them. 
Sherry Stadig '94, co-coordina¬ 
tor of the Sexual Assault Response 
Line (SARL), says that SARL officers 
make a commitment to provide stu¬ 
dents will all of the available op¬ 
tions. All of the other places listed as 
members of the support network in 
the handbook "Rape and Sexual 
Violence" should do the same, she 
says, but "they may feel compelled 
than respecting the law. 
Brett Coleman, an officer with the 
Lewiston Police Department, explains 
that the number of rapes which have 
been reported to the police is curi¬ 
ously low. "It's unusual that a college 
with a student population the size of 
Bates' wouldn't be reporting more in¬ 
stances of rape on campus," says 
Coleman. 
This dispute came to a head with 
the Sun-Journal discourse, at which 
time Branham called a meeting with 
local authorities to settle differences. 
She says that much was accomplished 
and an understanding was reached 
that the College was not, in fact, "har¬ 
boring criminals." 
Nevertheless, an officer of consid¬ 
erable rank at the Lewiston Police 
Department who prefers to remain 
anonymous informs us that suspicion 
by the police regarding how the ad¬ 
ministration handles potential crimi¬ 
nal cases remains. "It's been the per¬ 
ception that the College has wanted to 
maintain an image of a crime-free en- 
to automatically refer them to the 
deans." 
Whenever any student reports a 
rape to her as a member of SARL, "I 
refer people to SACC [the Sexual As¬ 
sault Crisis Center] immediately. 
They know the state legal action the 
best, and they can clarify what a 
medical exam entails." 
Stadig indicates that due to "some 
of the things we've heard," she is 
hesitant about referring students to 
the Dean of Students' Office. 
For professional help and com¬ 
passionate reception, Stadig strongly 
advises students to first call the Sexual 
Assault Response Line and/or the 
Sexual Assault Crisis Center. 
SACC director Marty McIntyre 
mentions the priorities of her 
organization's staff members in re- 
vironment that doesn't suffer some of 
the social ills suffered by the country." 
Branham answers these allega¬ 
tions in the case of sex crimes by ex¬ 
plaining that any victim who comes to 
her for advice is given a sheet which 
lists reporting and support options 
that are available. The first option on 
the list is the police department. 
It is impossible to know the com¬ 
plete truth about the status of the 
support network for victims of sexual 
violence at Bates, but it is possible and 
important to perceive that some 
people are dissatisfied with the treat¬ 
ment they received in it. Rape is more 
than a policy, it is more than a proce¬ 
dure, it is more than an 
administrator's response — it is a 
crime that occurs on this campus. 
Linda leaves us with a somber 
impression: "One in four women be¬ 
ing raped is an optimistic figure. The 
next time it happens, I could be killed. 
I could get HIV. There's no 'if' any¬ 
more. The next time it happens, I 
know what to do, and what not to do." 
gards to anyone who reports a rape: 
"When somebody has been raped, 
and they call us, the first thing we do 
is assess whether the person is safe, 
and if they are in need of medical at¬ 
tention." 
SACC members will accompany 
victims to the hospital, the police 
station, the court room, and the 
Sexually Transmitted Disease clinic, 
or simply "listen on the phone or in 
person," says McIntyre. 
Suzannah Parsons '96, who 
works as an advocate for SACC, 
states, "In my dealings with SACC, I 
have developed a great respect for 
the organization. The other people 
who work here are wonderful, and I 
place full confidence in them." 
To call the SACC hotline, dial 
795—2211; SARL, 7275 (on campus). 
Options for support-seekers 
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HARASSMENT POLICY 
A time for thought and action 
This past week has been a time of action, rhetoric, thoughts, 
reflections, demands and questions. Racism and other forms 
of discrimination have definitely been the prime focus of the 
majority of campus conversations. We can thank the creators 
of the Multiethnic Empowerment Initiative for placing these 
issues at the forefront of so many people's minds. It is simply 
unfortunate that we are not willing or able to discuss these 
issues more often, more openly. For this call to action and this 
sparking of conversation, we are thankful. 
This campus has proven the necessity of administrative 
action regarding a policy on oppressive action, be it racist, 
sexist, homophobic, anti-ethnic, xenophobic, etc. Speech as 
intimidation is indeed an act of violence, and Bates College 
needs a written statement that delineates just that. For this 
statement, we will depend upon the administration, with the 
cooperation of students and faculty alike, to produce what the 
campus as a whole needs. 
We can not depend upon the administration alone to ac¬ 
complish all that we need to combat intimidating attacks. 
Students must be able to confront each other, must be able to 
learn from each other's assumptions regarding what is and is 
not acceptable behavior; students must also be able to recog¬ 
nize others as individuals and not only as members of one 
group or the other. It is in these peer interactions, and in per¬ 
sonal reflection as well, that we as a community can truly be¬ 
gin to combat intimidating actions. 
The list of actions that the Multiethnic Empowerment Ini¬ 
tiative has proposed (see Letter to the Editor, this page) in¬ 
cludes several necessary steps for the administration to take. 
The administration is an important place to look for action on 
campus issues, yet the anonymous acts of hate that have oc¬ 
curred have been perpetuated by students and it is within us 
that we must look for answers and alterations. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Multiethnic group makes demands 
To the Editor: 
As this is the first official state¬ 
ment released by the Multiethnic Em¬ 
powerment Initiative (Amandla!, 
Sangai Asia, International Club, Jew¬ 
ish Cultural Community, Solidaridad 
Latina), we feel we need to define who 
we consist of and what our targeted 
objectives are. 
The MEI was originally formed to 
represent the interests of minority 
students through traditional and con¬ 
ventional means. Three areas were 
targeted: curriculum reform, student 
life, and faculty retention and recruit¬ 
ment. The MEI undertook extensive 
research in each of these areas, 
thoughtfully considering what could 
realistically be expected from the 
school administration. The following 
agenda was developed through the 
MEI. If the administration is truly 
committed to the people of color on 
the Bates campus then it will act now 
towards implementing the following 
demands: 
Student life: It is imperative that 
the Administration develop a code of 
conduct that will make it possible for 
students to be punished for racist re¬ 
marks and actions. These comments 
and actions are born out of histories 
built upon the oppression and dehu¬ 
manization of people of color. They 
produce a pain that no person should 
have to endure. College-age students 
must be held responsible for their ac¬ 
tions and reprimanded appropriately 
if they attack minority students 
through racist and/or malicious con¬ 
duct. 
The minority student community 
is well aware that in a year that Bates 
has received a record number of ap¬ 
plications for admission, the numbers 
for minority students applying to 
Bates are down almost across the 
board. The Bates admissions office 
should strive to diversify the student 
body. This must be done by creating a 
Continued on Page 11, Column 1 
Rape-free days remain veiy far away 
To the Editor: 
I would like to do away with Rape 
Awareness Week. I dream of a day 
when it is no longer necessary to edu¬ 
cate people about rape because it no 
longer exists... Gone... (A part of our 
shameful) History. . . I know this will 
only happen when we have a com¬ 
mitment from every person to con¬ 
front our rape culture and to put an 
end to sexual violence. Every person. 
Unfortunately, that day is very far 
away. 
On Monday, March 14,1 attended 
the keynote speech for the Bates Col¬ 
lege Rape Awareness Week. The 
speaker was Dr. Stephen Grubman- 
Black and the topic was "Broken Boys, 
Mending Men: Healing from the ef¬ 
fects of childhood sexual abuse." I was 
totally surprised to find that this very 
important speech was attended by 
only 22 members of the Bates commu¬ 
nity! 
One of the things which Dr. 
Grubman-Black shared was that one 
out of five to one out of 10 men (de¬ 
pending on which study you use) are 
victims of sexual assault or sexual 
abuse. Given those facts, it is likely 
that we will all know a man who has 
had this devastating experience. The 
keynote speech was an opportunity to 
learn more about the sexual abuse of 
males, its effects, and how we can be 
most helpful to people who are in the 
healing process — people who might 
be our fathers, our brothers, our part¬ 
ners, our friends or our children. 
As a Bates Alumna and a person 
whose work is devoted to addressing 
the issues of sexual violence in our 
culture, I am very disappointed that 
so few people took advantage of this 
educational opportunity. And I sin¬ 
cerely hope that this lack of response 
does not reflect the level of interest or 
caring about sexual violence among 
the Bates College community. 
See you next year at Rape Aware¬ 
ness Week... 
Sincerely, 
Marty McIntyre 
Executive Director 
Sexual Assault Crisis Center 
More Letters to the Editor, pages 9,11,12,13 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Deans respond to controversial free speech column 
Tn _• < • . . To the Editor: 
Last week, a column in The Stu¬ 
dent raised questions about College 
policy regarding hate speech. We 
have two purposes for responding to 
the column: first to make certain that 
students know the minimum stan¬ 
dard of conduct expected of them and 
the actions the Deans of Students will 
take when that standard is breached; 
and, second, to answer the columnist's 
characterization of our approach to 
incidents of racism and other acts of 
intolerance on campus. 
Harassing speech or conduct, in¬ 
cluding attacks on racial or ethnic 
identity, demeans both the individu¬ 
als attacked and the Bates community 
as a whole. The Dean's Office consid¬ 
ers such acts of intimidation to be ha¬ 
rassment and will bring charges to 
that effect when the perpetrator can be 
identified. 
We have no interest in "protect¬ 
ing" students from controversial or 
uncomfortable ideas. However, we 
are determined to provide all students 
with an environment conducive to 
learning, one characterized by mutual 
respect and civility, and at minimum 
one free of harassment and intimida¬ 
tion. 
The specific example cited in last 
week's column was a picture of 
skinheads in seig heil salute, placed 
anonymously on the dormitory room 
door of two students, one African- 
American and one Jewish. Does put¬ 
ting such a picture on their door con¬ 
stitute the airing of an idea? This was 
not, in our view, an open airing of 
views nor an encouragement to dis¬ 
cuss the merits of those views. It is a 
clear act of intimidation, all the more 
cowardly because its "author" chose 
to remain anonymous. 
Speech is not an end in itself, but 
is instead a revered instrument for 
pursuing truth and testing ideas. It is 
not, as the Supreme Court has recog¬ 
nized, subject to absolute protection 
but instead must be balanced against 
its potential cost(s) and other societal 
values. In the most extreme example, 
political assassination is not deemed 
protected speech, even though it may 
be the most effective means of com¬ 
municating a particular message. Be¬ 
cause the cost of that speech act is 
higher than society will allow, we 
consider it murder rather than free 
and protected expression. Similarly, 
placing harassing phone calls is illegal 
in Maine. Callers may not escape the 
consequences of their actions by as¬ 
serting the first amendment right to 
free expression as a defense. 
The pertinent question is not, 
therefore, whether hate speech de¬ 
serves absolute protection, but at what 
point do we decide that its harm is 
great enough to require that we offer 
the individual under attack protec¬ 
tion. Those of us who attended 
Wednesday's forum on campus race 
relations — and heard powerful, per¬ 
sonal accounts of the pain suffered by 
young men and women at Bates — 
have no doubt about the depth of the 
harm hate speech inflicts. Valuing 
free speech and academic inquiry 
does not require us to leave religious 
and ethnic minorities to go it alone in 
the face of bigotry and hate. 
Speech is never fully free — it has 
consequences. In thinking about free¬ 
doms which protect speech from gov¬ 
ernment-imposed restrictions we 
should not assume that once uttered 
or posted the author need not be held 
accountable for what he or she has 
done. 
We must also not stop at the point 
of discussing whether one has a right 
to say hateful things and act in hateful 
ways. Instead, we must ourselves 
speak out to condemn those hateful 
and hurtful statements and behaviors. 
And when harassment occurs, 
whether in the form of speech or ac¬ 
tion, we must give it that name and 
punish the harasser. 
F. Celeste Branham 
Stephen W. Sawyer 
James L. Reese 
Paul E. Rosenthal 
Daniel B. Ludden 
Professor asks how one can 
take a stand against racisim 
Act now to rid Bates of racist climate 
To the Editor: 
By now, many must have seen the 
flyer listing incidents of racism within 
Bates' student body. Being an Asian, I 
was especially disappointed. This 
being my first year at Bates, and not 
having directly experienced racism 
since my arrival within the Bates 
community, I may have fooled myself 
into believing that the Bates commu¬ 
nity was largely spared of it. 
After getting over the initial dis¬ 
appointment brought on by reading 
the flyer, my mind lingered on the last 
line of the flyer, "take stand against 
racism." But how does one go about 
taking stand against racism? I guess 
one could require the top Bates ad¬ 
ministrators to issue an official state¬ 
ment denouncing acts of racism, or 
organize a rally, or personally take 
every opportunity to sternly repri¬ 
mand anyone at the slightest sign of 
racism. Each one of those motions 
will send out positive signal to the 
Bates community, but what if they just 
end up silencing the voice of 
racism? 
People who are objects of racism 
seem to have a very simple message. 
There is no ground for racism. The 
difference with each race is only su¬ 
perficial and no one race is superior to 
another. I, myself, being a member of 
a minority race in the U.S., am frus¬ 
trated by the fact that some have dif¬ 
ficulty accepting this obvious mes¬ 
sage. Of course, I am also alarmed by 
the news of growing racism in all of 
our major cities across the country. 
What are the sources of racism and 
what propagates racism? Some of the 
answers I could find were: mass me¬ 
dia with its portrayal of different 
races, socio-economic advantages and 
opportunities one race may have over 
another, and stereotyping negative 
experiences (either personal or hear¬ 
say) with members of another race. 
Lately, I have even come to accept 
that part of the fault lies with mem¬ 
bers of each race that are the objects of 
racism. I can only speak of some 
wrongs of my Asian race in the U.S., 
with respect to suppressing economic 
roles Asian have played in major cities 
like New York and Los Angeles, and 
the ensuing riots. I couldn't help but 
to ask myself whether I, since my ar¬ 
rival at Bates, have already given 
someone a negative experience with 
an Asian. 
So, how does one take a stand 
against racism? I do not dare propose 
an panacea that would work in every 
facet of society. But in a smaller com¬ 
munity like Bates, how would one 
possibly take a stand against racism? 
If someone's racism stems from ste¬ 
reotyping and/or ignorance of an¬ 
other race, then healthy open dialogue 
would help. But what if someone's 
racism is a result of a direct negative 
experience with a member of another 
race? Could intellectual dialogue 
undo what someone has erroneously 
generalized, and concluded, from a 
direct experience? 
I see another narrower way, on 
the part of us who are taking stand 
against racism by defending our re¬ 
spective races. We have to affect those 
around us not through words alone 
but also with good deeds. We must 
demonstrate with our deeds how 
wrong racists are; each of our respec¬ 
tive races also possess those prized 
qualities of which a racist would claim 
to have a monopoly, qualities that are 
the best of human virtues like integ¬ 
rity, sincerity, sense of charity, kind¬ 
ness, and even a sense of patience 
with those who may be guilty of rac¬ 
ism. 
As it is written in the Old Book, "If 
your enemy is hungry, give him food 
to eat; if he is thirsty, give him water to 
drink. In doing this, you will heap 
burning coals on his head, and the 
Lord will reward you." 
Jong H. Kung 
Assistant Professor 
of Physics & Astronomy 
To the Editor: 
I am writing this letter in response 
to the forum held Tuesday afternoon 
on race relations and the general sta¬ 
tus of those relations on this campus. 
The frustration expressed there by 
many students at the lack of progress 
in formulating a racial harassment 
policy must not be ignored or allowed 
to simmer in private. We must act 
now if we want to make use of that 
energy. 
The administration maintains that 
the Racial Relations Council is con¬ 
tinuing its work and is engaging in 
discussions with "serious intent" in an 
effort to formulate a policy on "dis¬ 
criminatory harassment." I would 
point out, as others did at the forum, 
that a proposal for such a policy al¬ 
ready exists, and was included in the 
report of the Anti-Semitism subgroup 
of the Racial Relations Council. 
It is unclear to me why this pro¬ 
posal has not received more attention. 
Instead of trying to spread blame 
around, or to argue about the history 
of policymaking at Bates, why not 
move ahead with that proposal? I 
would propose a forum devoted en¬ 
tirely to discussion of this policy, and 
a move to put it on the books this year, 
not next year or five years down the 
road. There should not be any more 
delay. The forum should be followed 
by prompt action to bring the pro¬ 
posal to the next faculty meeting for 
immediate implementation. The 
stalling and bureaucratic runaround 
must end. 
Admittedly, the policy is far from 
perfect. But at least it formalizes the 
position of the College on harassment. 
Furthermore, the passage and imple¬ 
mentation of such a policy could pro¬ 
vide a real starting point for a move¬ 
ment towards other means of ending 
"discriminatory harassment" in the 
community. 
Disciplinary action is not going to 
end the underlying causes for "dis¬ 
criminatory harassment" at Bates. 
The foremost of these reasons is that 
many Bates students arrive with little 
exposure to other cultures, and little 
motivation to increase that exposure. 
A way must be found to educate all 
members of the community concern¬ 
ing discrimination and harassment. It 
must not be a one-shot deal, but rather 
a continuous process. Somehow, ev¬ 
ery member of the community must 
be included in discussions of these is¬ 
sues. I do not pretend to hold the an¬ 
swer to that problem, but I think it 
must be immediately addressed, and 
not allowed to slide under the rug. 
There is currently some momen¬ 
tum on campus to act to solve these 
difficulties. Don't let another oppor¬ 
tunity slip away. Let us all act now, in 
whatever way we can, to pressure the 
administration and the community in 
general to respond with actions, not 
simply more words, to the problem of 
"discriminatory harassment." 
Josh Thompson '96 
WHEN DRINKING, CALL A FRIEND. 
OR GETA RIDE WITH A STRANGER. 
Drinking and riding can lead to a loss of license, a conviction, or even worse. 
That’s if you’re lucky. The fact is, 50% of motorcycle fatalities involve c~^ > 
riders who have been drinking. So if you have been drinking, get a rideX^f / 
with a friend. It’s the best call you can make. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONS? 
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Writer deconstructs what it means to be white at Bates 
I confided that one woman told me that Bates was 
possibly one of the worst places to be a lesbian. 
After listening to me, my father commented, 
"But I thought Bates was this egalitarian, 
accepting, open community." 
By Amy Geller Until you [white students] 
deal with what it means to 
be white on this campus, 
nothing is going to change," a student 
announced at Tuesday's forum lead 
by the Deans of Students concerning 
racism, homophobia, anti-semitism, 
and sexism at Bates. 
To begin, this is only one opinion. 
I admit my racism, my sexism, my 
homophobia. I grew up in a predomi¬ 
nantly white section of middle-class 
America. I cannot understand what it 
is like to be discriminated against on 
the basis of my color or sexual orien¬ 
tation. Yet, just because I do not un¬ 
derstand this kind of oppression 
doesn't mean that I am completely 
blind to it. Nor does it mean that I 
don't want to leam how I contribute to 
it. 
I, too, am confused, hurt and an¬ 
gry. Initially, when accused of being 
racist, I felt that as a white woman I 
was put on the defensive. But, as I 
heard students speak about their own 
experiences with oppression, I began 
to agree with the unrecognized privi¬ 
lege of my whiteness. I feel that white 
people need to acknowledge their 
power, define it, and then deconstruct 
it. Of course, this is not an easy job. 
Yet, for me, recognizing the privileges 
of whiteness doesn't imply that I'm 
trying to justify them. But, rather, I 
am attempting to expand my own 
limited mind by acknowledging my 
role within this oppressive hierarchy. 
Lately, I have asked myself how 
people can be so insolent. Although 
naive, I questioned the reasons behind 
the sexual and racial harassment inci¬ 
dents, behind drawing a swastika in 
the library. Don't they think? Can't 
they see that their actions are directly 
hurting other individuals? Appar¬ 
ently not. Maybe these people have 
been taught to hate difference, to think 
it's evil, or possibly they have been 
told to ignore difference. By making it 
invisible, they think that they are 
helping oppression disappear. 
However, it does not disappear. It 
is clear that people are still being hurt, 
being terrorized on the Bates campus. 
The power of whiteness is all-perva¬ 
sive and it has simply not gone away. 
According to bell hooks, "All black 
people in the United States, irrespec¬ 
tive of their class status or politics, live 
with the possibility that they will be 
terrorized by whiteness." I agree with 
hooks that it is this fear that empowers 
the white people in this country. Yet, 
most of us are clearly ignorant of this 
power of terrorization. Many neither 
recognize it, nor believe it exists. But, 
as students have insisted, it does exist. 
This terror has and continues to per¬ 
forate the protective boundaries 
which hide and justify racism and 
other forms of oppression. Now is the 
time to attempt to recognize that 
power of whiteness and break it 
down. Many, including myself, are 
trying to do this, and when we do, I 
sincerely hope that others will listen, 
believe and not accuse us. 
I am not implying that one needs 
to crucify oneself in order to prove 
one's role in oppression. Nor am I 
saying that everyone is a hateful bigot, 
a sexist pig, a homophobic slime. I 
believe that oppression — racism, 
sexism, homophobia, classism, xeno¬ 
phobia, anti-semitism — can be rep¬ 
resented on a continuum between 
zero and 100, and that everyone, no 
matter what race, class, sexual orien¬ 
tation, gender or religion, falls some¬ 
where on that spectrum . 
In conclusion, recently, I was 
talking to my father about the 
homophobic atmosphere on campus. 
I confided that one woman told me 
that Bates was possibly one of the 
worst places to be a lesbian. After lis¬ 
tening to me, my father commented, 
"But I thought Bates was this egalitar¬ 
ian, accepting, open community." 
"No dad," I replied, "you are to¬ 
tally wrong. But, I, too was tricked 
into believing this." Not anymore! 
Are you a second-semester senior? Take this easy test and find out 
By Anne Macomber Around this time of year, certain things tend 
to get a little blurry around the edges, so I 
thought it would be useful to figure out 
where we all stand in our neverending quest for 
academic achievement. 
1. How many nights a week do you go out? 
a) Usually two, three only if Bev Niner is a rerun, 
c) Go out? You don't remember the last time you 
came home. 
2. When you think of next year's housing, what 
comes to mind? 
a) Waiting in a mob of people for number 379 to 
be called. 
b) Living in a cardboard box eating pork-n- 
beans out of the can. 
3. You haven't seen your thesis advisor in weeks. 
This is because: 
a) You don't have one. 
b) You don't remember her name. 
c) You don't remember your name. (Bonus idiot 
answer) 
4. You skipped class last Tuesday. This was due to 
the fact that: 
a) You had to study for a midterm in another 
class. 
b) You had a midterm in that class. 
5. The last 92 you received was: 
a) on a chemistry test. 
b) your most recent golf score. 
6. The last place you drove to was: 
a) the Portland jetport. 
b) from the Village to Smith. 
c) Someone drove you from your dorm to your 
car in the dorm's parking lot. (Bonus lazy sloth an¬ 
swer) 
7. The Cage: 
a) is where the All-College Gala is. 
b) is where your liver is. 
8. How many times have you been in Ladd Library 
since January? 
a) Daily 
b) What library? 
9. The last place you saw a 4.0 was: 
a) on your transcript. 
b) on the police report indicating your blood al¬ 
cohol level. 
10. "OCS" stands for: 
a) Office of Career Services. 
b) Office of Career Stagnation. 
c) Occult of the Certifiably Slow (oops, that's the 
registrar...) 
11. Speaking of which, the last thing you turned into 
the registrar was: 
a) your class schedule for next year. 
b) a drop form. 
Scoring: Mainly b's: congratulations! You are ready 
to graduate and should make every effort to do so. 
Some b's, some a's: only excusable if you have an 
honors thesis. All a's: most likely not a senior, or if 
you are — you should really try to get out more. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
/ Bates community should unite to combat hateful ideas 
To the Editor: 
"With skillful manipulating of the 
press they're able to make the victim 
look like the criminal and the criminal 
look like the victim." 
— Malcolm X 
In the past two weeks, many dis¬ 
turbing things have taken place here 
at Bates. The incidents of racial preju¬ 
dice and the lack of an administrative 
response to them are both symbolic of 
Bates' subtle acceptance of racist be¬ 
havior. In the last issue of The Bates 
\ j Student, that acceptance ceased to be 
'' subtle. Derek ScheuerelTs article in 
defense of racist behavior is a classic 
example of Malcolm X's point. Many 
upsetting factors accompany both the 
article and the incidents, but the ar¬ 
ticle is a fine place to start. 
The first of my problems with Mr. 
ScheuerelTs article comes from his 
extensive use of the 1942 Supreme 
Court decision in the case of 
Chaplinsky vs. New Hampshire. Legal 
scholars recognize that the crux of that 
decision is that speech is protected as 
long as it is a part of the exchange of 
ideas. This decision can be used to 
justify the legality of the words of 
David Duke and the words of Khalid 
Abdul Muhammed. Both of these 
. men willingly offer their points of 
V view on race, class and equality. Their 
contributions are part of the political 
process; part of the exchange of ideas. 
In this instance, Mr. ScheuerelTs 
analysis is correct. Chaplinsky vs. New 
Hampshire does protect these men 
without regard to their prejudice be¬ 
cause their ideas are part of the politi¬ 
cal process. 
I must take issue, however, with 
his contention that extremely hurtful 
racist literature placed on the door of 
two students, one African-American 
Y j and one Jewish, is protected by the 
' Constitution and is upheld by the Su¬ 
preme Court in Chaplinsky. The 
Chaplinsky decision outlines why 
some words are not protected by the 
First Amendment. Unprotected 
speech consists of words that "are no 
essential part of any exposition of 
ideas, and are of such slight social 
value as a step to truth that any benefit 
that may be derived from them is 
clearly outweighed by the social in¬ 
terest in order and morality." Some¬ 
one cowardly placing anything hate¬ 
ful on the door to someone's home is 
certainly "no essential part of any ex¬ 
position of ideas." No person is ex¬ 
posing his or her ideas in this instance. 
All that this racist intends to achieve 
by his or her actions is to cause the 
occupants emotional harm. 
Mr. Scheuerell additionally ar¬ 
gues that an administrative disciplin¬ 
ary response would be an attempt to 
"protect students from such undesir¬ 
able ideas." Students do not need 
protection from these ideas. By the 
time a person of color reaches adult¬ 
hood in America, that person knows 
those ideas only too well. Any person 
who is willing to own up to racist 
ideas and/or is able to defend them 
would certainly not encounter any 
disciplinary action solely for having 
those ideas. 
Every person does have the right 
to an opinion, however offensive that 
opinion may be. The issues of free¬ 
dom of speech and thought are com¬ 
pletely separate from the issue of ha¬ 
rassment. When a person takes his or 
her opinions to another level and be¬ 
gins to harass others on the basis of 
those opinions, that is when the ad¬ 
ministration must take action. 
Near the end of the article, Mr. 
Scheuerell ties his protection of racist 
speech to a prevailing hostility to¬ 
wards ideas that are politically right of 
center. I would like to believe that be¬ 
ing politically conservative has noth¬ 
ing to do with racism. Racism may be 
a disease that mainly afflicts the po¬ 
litical right, but it is a problem for us 
all to confront. 
Moving beyond Mr. ScheuerelTs 
upsetting article, some other things 
that are occurring at Bates sicken and 
sadden me. All of the harassment that 
has occurred is absolutely intolerable. 
Whether it is based on race, sex, reli¬ 
gion or sexual orientation, this ha¬ 
rassment must end. I feel that I should 
say, although I wish that it did not 
matter, that I am a white male. From 
my privileged perspective it would be 
only too easy to disapprove of the 
prejudice of my peers in silence. 
These forms of harassment and injus¬ 
tice motivate me and anger me to ac¬ 
tion. At Bates, unfortunately, I seem 
to have no options. 
At the open forum held on Tues¬ 
day, March 15, to discuss these prob¬ 
lems, one student correctly pointed 
out that nothing will be accomplished 
here until the white students evaluate 
or reevaluate what it means to be 
white on this campus. Accepting that 
challenge, I have reevaluated the sig¬ 
nificance of my whiteness. 
I acknowledge that being white 
garners me privileges that I do not 
even consider privileges. Being white, 
especially being white and male, 
means that my own ethnicity is not a 
cause for concern on a daily basis. It 
means that I can feel comfortable 
walking around on and off campus at 
any time of the day or night, it means 
that I do not have to worry about ha¬ 
rassment from the police. Coming 
from my privileged place, I do not 
need to worry about racism or sexism 
in employment practices. Most of all, 
being white allows me a greater de¬ 
gree of freedom in how I live my ev¬ 
eryday life. It allows me to choose 
whether or not to involve myself in 
the politics and reality of race rela¬ 
tions. It allows me to decide if I need 
to get involved in the struggle for 
equality. At this point, I know that I 
not only want to get involved, I need 
to get involved. 
I have thought long and hard 
about whiteness, and I urge all the 
white students here to evaluate the 
meaning of their melanin, or lack 
thereof. Even though I have given 
these matters serious thought, I am 
still extremely frustrated. It is so easy 
to tell that a black person is black, that 
an Asian person is Asian, that a Latino 
person is a Latino person. The diffi¬ 
culty comes in discerning whether a 
white person is a racist. In many 
cases, I feel that many people are more 
willing to assume that a white person 
is racist than they are ready to find out 
for sure. In those cases, patience and 
understanding are of the utmost im¬ 
portance. 
Although I may not have ever 
harassed or oppressed a person on the 
basis of their race, sex, religion, or 
sexual orientation, I acknowledge that 
white people, white males in particu¬ 
lar have been doing that for centuries. 
For a woman, for a homosexual, for a 
person of color to be suspicious of me 
is frustrating, but it is completely jus¬ 
tified. 
As long as people are willing to 
communicate, I feel that things can be 
accomplished. Even though, as a 
white male, I cannot be a member of 
Sangai Asia, Amandla, the Jewish 
Cultural Community, or the Women's 
Action Coalition, I hope that I can still 
contribute to the struggle against rac¬ 
ism. I hope that the Bates community 
will open up, communicate, and unite 
to stop this unacceptable injustice. 
Jeremy Root '97 
The Multiethnic Empowerment Initiative affirms their stance 
Continued from Page 8 
formal policy that will increase the 
percentage of minority students on 
campus to match the national aver¬ 
ages. Admissions officers who con¬ 
tinue to stand in the way of this policy, 
i.e. those that currently refuse to visit 
"inner city" schools, must be disci¬ 
plined. The creation of such a policy 
should be facilitated by the hiring of 
;\ admissions officers representing stu¬ 
dents of color with power equal to that 
of Wylie Mitchell. The subcommittee 
of the MEI has additional comments 
that must be implemented. 
The MEI has met repeatedly with 
the admissions office to discuss these 
goals; however, the office has been 
most uncooperative. 
Curriculum Reform: The College 
has no Asian studies program, no 
Latino studies program, and no Judaic 
studies program. A plan must be 
V rnade public that will outline the de¬ 
velopment of each of these majors. 
Faculty/Staff Retention and Recruit¬ 
ment: Minority faculty members 
should be respected for the diverse 
perspectives and innovative teaching 
techniques that they bring to Bates 
College. The Multiethnic Empower¬ 
ment Initiative will no longer tolerate 
the devaluation of faculty of color. 
The administration must take proac¬ 
tive steps to secure more tenured po¬ 
sitions for faculty of color. The current 
tenure count for faculty of color is de¬ 
plorable. The work that faculty of 
color do outside of the classroom as 
advisors to the different minority or¬ 
ganizations should be counted toward 
tenure. 
The administration should take 
the following steps to address our 
needs immediately: 
1. The administration must imple¬ 
ment a racial harassment policy by the 
end of Short Term. If legal matters are 
a problem, then the administration 
should hire constitutional lawyers to 
work out any legal problems. 
2. The administration must activate 
an aggressive affirmative action 
policy in all academic departments. 
The President's Office should direct 
the chairs of their respective depart¬ 
ments to follow the aggressive affir¬ 
mative action policy when hiring new 
minority professors when positions 
open up. At least one qualified mi¬ 
nority professor should be inter¬ 
viewed for any open position. 
3. The administration should set a 
definite timetable for the implementa¬ 
tion of a Latino Studies Program, 
Asian-American Studies Program, 
and a Judaic Studies Program. We ex¬ 
pect departments to be implemented 
in the 1996-1997 academic year. The 
timetable should be submitted to the 
various student organizations by the 
beginning of next year. The plans to 
develop these majors should be made 
public by the end of this school year. 
4. The admissions office must develop 
a comprehensive strategy that will in¬ 
crease the number of multiethnic stu¬ 
dents in the Bates College community. 
The admissions office must create mi¬ 
nority student pamphlets, and make it 
a priority to increase the minority 
student population to the proportion 
of the outside population. The admis¬ 
sions office should have an officer of 
color who is specifically working on 
the recruitment of minority students 
(Black, Latino and Asian) students 
from "inner-city" schools and other 
schools. The position of the Assistant 
Dean of Admissions and the Director 
of Multicultural Recruitment should 
be redefined. Our first concern is that 
this person develops and focuses on a 
detailed strategy. In order for this po¬ 
sition to be effective she or he needs to 
have the power to mobilize all re¬ 
sources of the admissions office in¬ 
cluding every recruitment officer. 
5. The President must hire a new 
counselor and/or administrator of 
color in the Office of Career Services, 
so that students of color will have an 
avenue to network with potential em¬ 
ployees and graduate school institu¬ 
tions. 
These are the demands of the 
Multiethnic Empowerment Initiative, 
we hope that we will get response to 
this letter from the President's Office 
and the Administration with both 
public and written responses by 1:00 
p.m. on Friday, March 18,1994. 
The Multiethnic Empowerment 
Initiative 
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1 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Student shocked by sentiments of another 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to express my shock 
after reading Derek Scheuerell's ar¬ 
ticle entitled "We All Must Insure 
Freedom for the Thought We Hate" 
appearing in the March 11 edition of 
The Bates Student. I am amazed that, 
in 1994, minority groups must still 
defend their right to be free of overtly 
racist, sexist, homophobic or anti- 
semitic attacks. I had thought America 
had moved beyond the point in which 
people considered cross burning or 
swastika drawing a legitimate means 
of intellectual expression. 
Let us examine the specific sce¬ 
nario in which Derek believes the 
speaker's rights are being trampled 
upon. From what was published by 
the Dean of Students, we know that a 
student awoke one morning to find a 
picture of a skinhead saluting Hitler 
that was anonymously placed upon 
his door. Although Derek is correct in 
pointing out that the First Amend¬ 
ment protects the freedom of speech 
of all Americans and, therefore, 
people may have the right to use such 
racist terminology as "kike" or any 
other racist epithets, the First 
Amendment does not protect the right 
of individuals to attack, threaten or 
harass others. Placing racist, sexist, 
homophobic or anti-semitic messages 
upon another's door is a direct physi¬ 
cal threat and violation of the security 
of the victim. The victim is left feeling 
vulnerable and alienated from the 
community. On a college campus 
where we strive to create an environ¬ 
ment in which we feel free to express 
ourselves and exchange ideas, there is 
no room for such racist attacks. 
Derek then erroneously attempts 
to use the Chaplinsky vs. New Hamp¬ 
shire case to validate his point. In the 
decision, the court ruled that this case 
only applies to verbal expression. In 
the specific incident in question, a 
written message was placed upon 
someone's door. Furthermore, the 
majority opinion of the Supreme 
Court ruled that society does have the 
right to curtail expression. 
There are certain well-defined 
and narrowly defined limited classes 
of speech, the prevention and punish¬ 
ment of which have never been 
thought to raise any constitutional 
problem. These include the lewd and 
obscene, the profane, the libelous, and 
the insulting or "fighting words." It 
has been observed that such utter¬ 
ances are no essential part of any ex¬ 
position of ideas, and are of such 
slight social value as a step to truth 
that any benefit that may be derived 
from them is clearly outweighed by 
the social interest in order and moral¬ 
ity. 
As a threat to the minority mem¬ 
ber, these sorts of attacks can only be 
viewed as a profanity which disrupts 
the community. Perhaps the report by 
the Anti-Semitism Committee pro¬ 
vides a more elucidating definition of 
the sort of expression which should be 
banned. 
Speech or other expression con¬ 
stitutes discriminatory harassment if 
it: 
a) deliberately insults, stigmatizes, 
threatens, or intimidates an individual 
or group of individuals on the basis of 
their race, color, religion, gender, 
sexual orientation, ethnic origin, 
handicap, age, marital/parental sta¬ 
tus; 
b) is addressed directly to the specific 
individual or group of individuals 
whom it insults, stigmatizes, threat¬ 
ens, or intimidates; 
c) makes use of "fighting words" or 
nonverbal symbols. 
Mr. Scheuerell, as a Jew, I have the 
right to be free of someone anony¬ 
mously placing a swastika or other 
anti-semitic messages upon my door. 
Propagating such messages creates an 
atmosphere of fear and suspicion. 
There is no place for such attacks in an 
open, accepting and civilized society. 
Brian Posner '94 
The mailroom blues: Nothing but waste, waste, waste 
To the Editor: 
Several times every week stu¬ 
dents of the Environmental Coalition 
volunteer their time to sort the recy¬ 
cling bins in the mailroom. We sort 
out what is recyclable into white and 
mixed paper bins. This process of 
sorting out paper should only techni¬ 
cally take several minutes, but instead 
it often takes more than an hour. This 
is due to the neglect and apathy of the 
Bates community to recycle responsi¬ 
bly. It is frustrating and depressing to 
us to say the least. Recycling respon¬ 
sibly is very simple; open your mail 
and put only white paper in the white 
paper bins and mixed, paper in the 
mixed paper bins. This means no 
glossy paper (there is another bin for 
glossy paper), plastic windows (on 
envelopes), or other "stuff" which 
may appear in your box. 
You must open mail, sort it re¬ 
sponsibly, and tear out the plastic 
windows on envelopes* otherwise you 
are not recycling, you are simply ru¬ 
ining other people's efforts to recycle, 
and we must do it for you. We are 
tired of taking on the responsibility of 
the student body. If you can't take on 
this responsibility, which takes only a 
minute more of your time, then you 
might as well throw it in the garbage. 
This applies for the dorms as well — if 
you don't care to follow simple in¬ 
structions and be responsible, then 
just throw whatever it is in the gar¬ 
bage. 
Furthermore, much of the paper 
that gets put into the bins has one 
blank side and it is therefore perfectly 
reusable. The blank sides of paper can 
be used to make notebooks for classes, 
writing letters, scrap paper, and even 
for printing papers on. One doesn't 
even need to buy paper on this cam¬ 
pus because there is an overabun¬ 
dance of reusable paper in every re¬ 
cycling bin; just take a look. By doing 
this, you not only save money, but 
you reduce the stress on our forests, 
and you empower yourself. Reusing 
should be a constant effort that one 
applies to what is otherwise dispos¬ 
able. One should share magazines, 
reuse plastic containers, and anything 
else that you could find a use for, in¬ 
stead of automatically disposing or 
recycling it. The belief that recycling 
solves the problems of waste and 
over-consumption is false because the 
whole procedure uses lots of energy 
and resources and doesn't encourage 
reducing and reusing, which make 
more of an impact. 
Furthermore, we are disgusted 
with the incredible volume of mass 
mailings that each student receives in 
their box. The majority of the mail¬ 
ings, as we all know, goes right into 
the recycling bins. Many depart¬ 
ments, committees, and student orga¬ 
nizations are responsible for this 
waste of paper. The bombardment of 
mailings is not an effective method to 
encourage participation of events, 
lectures, etc. Sending 1,500 notices out 
to get 50 students to an event is rep¬ 
rehensible, and doesn't address or 
solve the problem of student disinter¬ 
est. Alternative methods, such as the 
Bates Daily, postings, and word of 
mouth are all that should be neces¬ 
sary, and if students are interested, 
they will seek out the event and attend 
it. Also, many mailings that are sent 
on a whole sheet of paper contain a 
message that need only a fraction of 
the size of paper that is used. Students 
should take responsibility to repri¬ 
mand their departments, clubs, etc., if 
they are wasting so much paper. 
We all know about our good 
friends at MasterCard, Visa, and cor¬ 
porate America who congest our 
boxes with wasteful junk, and have no 
care or respect for resources. I wonder 
how these companies get our names 
and box numbers, don't you? If you 
are frustrated and pissed, one thing 
you can do is to take advantage of 
their business reply mail envelopes 
(all postage paid) and enclose their 
junk, a nasty letter, and any other fun 
gift you can think of, and send it right 
back to them, and tell them to take 
your name off their mailing list. 
In conclusion, remember that re¬ 
ducing and reusing always comes 
first, then recycling responsibly as a 
last effort. And remember, 
MasterCard is waiting to hear from 
you! 
Sincerely, 
Allie Gillen '97 
Kenny Hockert '95 
Write for The Bates Student — 
Meetings Sunday at 7:00 p.m., 224 Chase Hall 
Columnist 
should 
confront his 
own racism 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to Mr. 
Scheuerell's article of March 11, re¬ 
garding the college's suppression of 
free speech. Mr. Scheuerell seems to 
believe that the administration "with 
the enthusiastic support of black stu¬ 
dents, female students, and liberal 
students" (it's a conspiracy, right?) is 
suppressing freedom of speech by 
condemning the posting of neo-nazi 
symbols on the doors of a Jewish- 
American student and an African- 
American student. 
The condemnation of this racism 
does not mock "the secular religion of 
academic freedom and free inquiry" 
because the posting of racist symbols 
on students' doors does not qualify as 
academic freedom or free inquiry. On 
the contrary. The posting of racist 
symbols on students' doors is an act of 
violence. It is an act of violence be¬ 
cause the victims were located and 
targeted for intimidation based upon 
their heritage. In addition, the perpe¬ 
trator did not leave a name. 
Academic freedom, as Mr. 
Scheuerell would call it, is the presen¬ 
tation of a theory with the under¬ 
standing that the theory may be chal¬ 
lenged. By refusing to leave a name, 
the perpetrator was too cowardly to 
accept this intellectual and academic 
responsibility. Additionally, the post¬ 
ing of such symbols on a mainstream 
student's door may be perceived as a 
random act; however, the posting of 
such white supremacist material on 
the door of minority students is an 
implied threat of physical harm. As a 
Jewish person, Sieg Heil! does not 
mean, "Have a nice day," it means, "I 
want to kill you." 
Mr. Scheuerell should understand 
that anytime an individual physically 
or psychologically attempts to intimi¬ 
date someone else, it is an act of vio¬ 
lence. In this particular case, the at¬ 
tack was racially motivated. Terror¬ 
ism does not qualify as freedom of 
speech. However, targeting minority 
students for terrorism has become 
commonplace at Bates College. Al¬ 
though the administration would like 
to dismiss these incidents as isolated, 
they occur on a daily basis at Bates. 
They are a pattern. 
In light of his comments, I can 
safely assume that Mr. Scheuerell has 
never been a victim of discrimination 
on the basis of race, color, religion, 
gender, sexual orientation, or ethnic 
origin. As someone who has been 
both physically and verbally assaulted 
as a result of my identity as a Jew, I 
can state with certainty that Mr. 
Scheuerell's arguments are rather na¬ 
ive. Maybe he should confront his 
own racism which is so clearly appar¬ 
ent in his article, instead of playing 
this self-righteous game in a subject he 
obviously knows nothing about. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Adam Gaynor '96 
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Racist speech is violent speech 
To the Editor: 
In last week's edition of The Bates 
Student, Derek Scheuerell had truly 
defied the meaning of logic and sen¬ 
sibility in the article dubbed "We all 
must ensure freedom from the 
thought we hate." As an African- 
American male at Bates College, I 
found it offensive that Mr. Scheuerell 
would view racist displays such as a 
swastika on the door of Jewish and 
African-American students as not an 
act of racism but as an expression of 
free speech that should be protected 
V / by college administrators. Racist and 
^ malicious acts perpetrated by the 
white community at Bates college in¬ 
dicates to black students and other 
j students of color that they must con¬ 
tinue to be second-class citizens or 
play a subordinate role in the Bates 
community. 
The freedom to say whatever you 
want was never in doubt and Derek 
should realize this. But every man 
and woman will be judged by what 
they say and do. Remarks that are 
clearly racist or anti-semitic can and 
do implant the seeds of violence 
against African-Americans and Jews. 
Words such as "nigger" dehumanize 
African-Americans, therefore making 
it easier to inflict harm and even 
k genocide on us as a group. The same 
\ ^ can be said for the Jewish community, 
as the process of dehumanization has 
always led to ethnic hatred and then 
violence at the expense of the deval¬ 
ued group; just ask the descendants of 
the 6 million Holocaust victims in Eu¬ 
rope and the descendants of the 60 
million victims of the slave trade. De¬ 
rek Scheuerell says in his article that at 
more and more colleges, college ad¬ 
ministrators have been punishing free 
speech. In fact, Derek, they have been 
attacking racism, sexism and 
^ z homophobia. 
What Derek fails to realize yet 
again is that students of color, women, 
gays, and lesbians will no longer tol¬ 
erate being devalued and 
marginalized in American society. 
What is a clear violation of the First 
Amendment to Derek is seen as an 
expansion of the First Amendment by 
these same groups. Why, in fact, with 
the growing number of students of 
color entering predominately white 
| colleges such as Bates, we are chal¬ 
lenging the preconceived norm, val¬ 
ues and privileges that white society 
i deems to be the standard. 
I would also question Mr. 
Scheuerell’s understanding of the 
Constitution and the historical basis 
^\behind it. For Derek, and I am sure for 
many white Americans, the Constitu¬ 
tion for the most part is the best 
democratic legal document in the 
i world with only a few minor flaws. 
But one must remember that when the 
Constitution and the First Amend¬ 
ment Clause were drafted, black 
people were still in slavery, women 
| could not participate in the franchise 
and it was understood that the only 
people that could participate in this 
"free speech" were landholding white 
; men. Now, some 400 years later, with 
Mhe abolition of slavery and the 
women's suffrage movements, blacks 
and other groups are beginning to 
challenge the very premise of the First 
Amendment and other aspects of the 
Constitution, because, after all, it did 
not include us. So, since blacks were 
marginalized as a group, and did not 
have the freedom of speech to define 
the laws that govern them, isn't it 
hypocritical that 400 years later a 
white man would try to "school" us 
on what freedom of speech is? De¬ 
rek, you can't tell us what free speech 
is or isn't because free speech has 
never been practiced in this country. 
It's a myth that rich white people 
continue to perpetuate. 
Derek was so kind as to cite a 
court case for us to make his point. He 
cited Chaplinsky vs. New Hampshire 
where the Supreme Court announced 
that acts of free speech, even those that 
inflict injury on the basis of race, are 
protected by the First Amendment. 
Let me let you in on a little secret, De¬ 
rek: the Supreme Court has been wrong 
before!! Yes, Derek, the Supreme Court 
has made mistakes before and they 
usually have been in matters concern¬ 
ing race. Remember Dred Scott vs. 
Sanford? Or how about Plessy vs. 
Ferguson? 
It is clear, through a historical 
analysis, that ideas grounded in rac¬ 
ism or sexism or anti-semitism only 
lead to destruction. That's the his¬ 
torical fact. I really found it fascinat¬ 
ing that Derek would have the audac¬ 
ity to ask people of color to cope with 
racist, sexist and anti-semitic remarks. 
I wonder if Derek would be able to 
cope if his humanity was challenged 
every day; I really don't think so. He 
might be writing a response to an ar¬ 
ticle like I'm doing right now. White 
people have no right to sit and tell 
black people to just cope with the fact 
that we (white people) are racist. De¬ 
rek does a disservice to those white 
people who are truly progressive and 
who truly want to deconstruct their 
white-skin privilege by telling them 
not to worry about racism and their 
privileges. Derek's ideas and others' 
are not being sent underground; in¬ 
stead, they are simply being discred¬ 
ited by a racist society that is just be¬ 
ginning to deal with the meaning of 
white-skin privilege and a growing 
challenge to norms and values of our 
Western society. We are just begin¬ 
ning to intellectually understand how 
racist speech entangles blacks, whites, 
Jews, gentiles, Arabs in the web of 
destruction. 
Hate speech is destructive and 
violent towards minorities because it 
cannot be lifted out of its historical 
context. 
There is no right attitude to have, 
but there is a respectful attitude to 
have when addressing other human 
beings. This is a moral standard that is 
required for societies to survive and 
thrive. Hate must justify those re¬ 
marks and pay the price if those re¬ 
marks are no longer deemed tolerable. 
The historical nature of Scheuerell ar¬ 
ticle points to the problem that too 
many people in our generation face in 
that we accept the nature of our laws 
and never question where they came 
from. 
Jason Fraser '94 
Harassment and oppression 
again pierce Bates Bubble 
To the Editor: 
I wanted to talk about the racist, 
sexist and homophobic discrimina¬ 
tion, harassment and oppression that 
has been occurring on this campus. 
As a biracial African-American 
woman, I cannot separate my identity 
from what happens to me on this 
campus. It is not just blatant racism, 
sexism or homophobia. It is what I call 
in the "closet." In other words, it is 
oppression and discrimination that 
goes on behind closed doors. Also, it 
can be very subtle and if you are not of 
a minority group and are sensitive to 
these issues, you truly cannot com¬ 
prehend the significance of this. 
For example: have you ever been 
singled out in a class and asked how a 
specific racial incident affected "your 
people," meaning your race as a 
whole? People do not realize that that 
is an unfair position for the student as 
well as an improper one. We are indi¬ 
viduals and, though there are not a lot 
of us, we do not individually repre¬ 
sent a majority. 
Hearing "Niggers will burn at 
Bates" as well as the sexually threat¬ 
ening calls that were recently made on 
campus make me wonder how much 
or if people think about their actions 
on this campus. The minority groups 
as well as concerned individuals have 
been meeting consecutively for the 
last couple of days specifically be¬ 
cause of the large number of incidents 
of oppression, harassment, and dis¬ 
crimination that have occurred. 
However, organizations have been 
meeting and trying to offer solutions 
for years. 
The problem with Bates is that 
everyone wants to live in an idealistic 
"bubble." However, not everyone can 
do that. When any person is harassed, 
discriminated against or oppressed, it 
affects me. I could be the next victim. 
Jennifer Neal '96 
Student not 
threatened by 
harassment 
To the Editor: 
On Monday night I got a phone 
call where the person said, "You racist 
pigs." On Tuesday night I got a letter 
that said, "You racist pig, get out of 
Bates." Well, it's a shame I have to re¬ 
spond to that, but I'm gonna. Check it 
out: 
You can't scare me. You got 
somethin' to say, say it to my face. 
I would not do anything except laugh 
in your face, because I ain't gonna get 
myself kicked out because of your lack 
of knowledge about me or what you 
feel about me — you ain't worth it. 
Don't call me or leave anonymous let¬ 
ters because I just lose props for you. 
You may think I no spik English, but I 
understand you loud and clear. You 
need to come around my way and 
learn the meaning of the streets ... 
which is, if you got somethin' to say to 
someone, you say it to their face. 
Helps to clear up confusion, you 
know? But if you still don't know 
what I'm sayin' take time out, out of 
your busy schedule like you have 
been, and approach me so we can 
"talk" about it. 
Extremely yours truly, 
Myma Elsa Morales Cintron 
P.S. I won't leave Bates. There is no 
way possible you can do that. So deal1. 
Racism is not 
just a “White” 
man’s problem 
To the Editor: 
Here's a little tidbit of information 
which [the Multi-Ethnic Empower¬ 
ment Initiative] might want to be 
privy to. Racism is not just a "White" 
problem. The explosion of table mail 
this past week seems to contend that 
my Whiteness is part and parcel of a 
"malignancy." I say you're wrong. 
You forgot to include in your list of 
harassments a Caucasian-American 
male who was harassed last weekend 
by two African-American males, for 
bringing into consideration the fact 
that their table mail was in violation of 
recent table mail codes (which was 
true). 
You can't have your cake and eat 
it too. Racism and harassment are not 
alleviated by more racism and ha¬ 
rassment; in whatever form it takes. 
Yes, White people can be racist, but so 
can Black people, Hispanic people, 
Asian people, etc. There are no ex¬ 
ceptions to this illness, and it is not 
eradicated by the indictment of one 
specific race. Rather than quelling the 
fire, you have fanned it, and in doing 
so, have served to polarize this com¬ 
munity even further. Congratula¬ 
tions. 
John Coulter Leslie '94 
HEART We’re Making a Difference. 
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Faith Ringgold brings oral tradition to mosaic art 
By Laurie Clark 
Arts Editor 
Renowned contemporary 
African-American artist Faith 
Ringgold, a virtuoso of multi-media 
art, spoke on Thursday, March 17, in 
the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall on 
"Thirty Years of Making Art" in her 
multitudinous roles as painter, quilter, 
sculptor, author, performance artist, 
civil rights activist, and teacher. 
As part of the exhibit "Black Dolls, 
Memorabilia, and Children's Litera¬ 
ture," pieces of her work are currently 
on display at the Olin Arts Museum 
through Sunday, March 20. 
Ringgold has stated, "After I de¬ 
cided to be an artist, the first thing that 
I had to believe was that I, a black 
woman, could be on the art scene 
without sacrificing one iota of my 
blackness, or my femaleness, or my 
humanity." 
Listed in the New York Times as 
one of the "Ten Major Women Artists 
in America," Ringgold's works appear 
in galleries and museums in Europe, 
Asia, Africa, South America and 
across the United States. Private col¬ 
lectors include such celebrities as 
Oprah Winfrey and Bill Cosby. 
Museum of Art Director Genetta 
McLean stated, "Faith Ringgold is 
someone who has very effectively 
bridged the fine art community to 
reach a broader public with her 
work." 
Ringgold's eclectic career has 
spanned three decades, each of her 
paths reflecting the art of oral tradi¬ 
tion influenced by her 
African-American heritage. Currently 
a professor of art at the University of 
California at San Diego, her art career 
began in the early '60s when she trav¬ 
eled to Europe and painted her first 
political pieces, "The American 
People Series" (1967) and "The Black 
Light Series" (1969). New York City 
murals were included in her civil ac¬ 
tivist art with such telling titles as: 
"The Flag is Bleeding," "U.S. Postage 
Stamp Commemorating the Advent of 
Black Power," and the riot mural 
"Die." At this time she was known 
particularly for her altered American 
flags, emblems of deeply encoded 
racism, that hid messages like "Die 
Nigger" in the stars and stripes. 
In the lecture and slide show of 
her works, Ringgold stated, "[In 
school] I learned the masters of Greek 
and Italian. But I had a problem with 
how to find myself. I had to get away 
from the canvas, the European form." 
Her travels to Nigeria and Ghana 
in West Africa in the '70s greatly 
stimulated the future development of 
her art. She began making masks and 
'After I decided to be an artist, the first 
thing that I had to believe was that I, 
a black woman, could be on the art scene without 
sacrificing one iota 
of my blackness, or my femaleness, or my humanity/ 
Faith Ringgold, multi-media artist 
Renowned contemporary artist Faith Ringgold, whose work is included in the 
Bates Museum of Art's current exhibition, "Black Dolls, Memorabilia and 
Children's Literature," discussed 'Thirty Years of Making Art" on Thursday, 
March 17, in the Olin Concert Hall. Alex Hahn photo. 
soft sculptures inspired by a Tibetan 
art form of framed brocaded fabrics. 
Wanting to give words to the voice of 
her art, her interest in performance art 
subsequently began with masked 
productions in the '70s and '80s. 
Ringgold commented on the his¬ 
tory of the black image after viewing 
the exhibit at Bates: "What bothers me 
is when black people do not under¬ 
stand that we don't have to accept, 
V 
recognize or in any way relate to 
negative images about ourselves." 
Memories of her life in Harlem 
and the generations of women in her 
family have had a particular impact 
on the definition of her art. Quilting as 
a homespun art form was passed 
down from her great-great grand¬ 
mother, who was a slave in the ante¬ 
bellum south, to her grandmother, 
then to her mother and, finally, to her. 
Significantly, Ringgold collaborated 
on her first quilt, "Echoes of Harlem" 
(1980), with her mother Willi Posey. 
A year later, after the death of her 
mother, Ringgold's art changed — it 
became more abstract, reflecting a 
moment, a passing memory. She 
called it the Emanon series, spelling 
"no name" backwards, an influence 
that recalls "Untitled" jazz pieces. 
Rhythm, identity and movement be¬ 
come endemic to her works. 
"Who's Afraid of Aunt Jemima?" 
(1983) marked the beginning of her 
story quilt creations. The combination 
of painted, sewn, quilted and written 
art forms colorfully depict oral tradi¬ 
tion and such favorite subjects of hers 
as women, children, the elderly and 
heroes like Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
The oral and written word natu¬ 
rally became interwoven with another 
interest: writing children's books. 
Ringgold's first attempt, "Tar Beach," 
published in 1991, has won over 20 
awards including the Coretta Scott 
King Award for best illustrated 
children's book of 1991 and the 
Caldecott Honor. She also painted an 
accompanying "Tar Beach" story 
quilt, which is part of the Guggenheim 
Museum's permanent collection. 
The "Tar Beach" children's book, 
also exhibited at the Olin Museum of 
Art, is based on an autobiographical 
setting of Ringgold's childhood: the 
rooftop of a family's Harlem apart¬ 
ment building. The fictional story de¬ 
tails the adventures of a young female 
narrator who is flying to freedom, 
which is a significant theme in 
African-American folklore where 
slaves dream of escaping oppression. 
McLean commented, "Hying as a 
mode to escape the harshness of 
inner-city life is a universal symbol 
that especially children understand." 
Ringgold's second children's 
book, "Aunt Harriet's Underground 
Railroad in the Sky," followed in 1992, 
and her 1993 book, "Dinner at Aunt 
Connie's House," is based on her 
"Dinner Quilt." Ringgold's soft 
sculpture doll "Aunt Connie" is an¬ 
other item on display in the Olin Mu¬ 
seum of Art. 
Ringgold has received over 40 
awards for her multifaceted accom¬ 
plishments. 
Ringgold's current endeavors in¬ 
clude "We Hew Over the Bridge," her [ 
first book for an adult audience, which 
is aimed to be published in 1995. Her 
various other art projects for the next 4 
few years include several public and ^ ^ 
private painting commissions with 
mosaic murals to be painted in vari- j 
ous locations in Harlem, Brooklyn and 
the Bronx. 
V 
l 
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■ “The Overcoat”: A dra¬ 
matic adaptation of the Nikolai 
Gogol short story detailing the 
tale of one small, insignificant 
man and his love for his over¬ 
coat, directed by Dassia 
Robertson, a senior theater/ 
Russian major at Bates. Gannett 
Theater. Friday, Saturday & 
Sunday, March 17-19, 8:00 p.m. 
Admission $2.00/$1.00 for stu¬ 
dents. 
■ Concert: The Bates College 
Choir and chamber orchestra 
present Handel’s “Messiah”, 
parts II and III, under the direc¬ 
tion of John Corrie of the Bates 
music faculty. Olin Arts Center 
Concert Hall. Friday and Satur¬ 
day, March 18 &19, 8:00 p.m., 
and Sunday, March 20, 2:00 
p.m. Free admission. 
■ Dance Performance: The 
Bates Modem Dance Company, 
directed by Marcy Plavin, cel¬ 
ebrates its 25th anniversary with 
a gala showcase of dance works 
choreographed and performed by 
approximately 50 former and 
current members of the com¬ 
pany. Schaeffer Theatre. Satur¬ 
day, March 19, 8:00 p.m. Ad¬ 
mission $4.00/$2.00 for stu¬ 
dents. 
■ Annual All-College Gala: 
An evening of music and enter¬ 
tainment, featuring the Dirty 
Dozen Brass Band’s sounds of 
Memphis jazz with strains of 
blues, R & B, and funk; and Tito 
Puente Latin Jazz All-Stars, the 
four-time Grammy award win¬ 
ners with their unique blend of 
jazz, salsa, and swing. The event 
also begins with a “Cabaret” of 
entertainment by faculty, staff 
and student musicians. Gray 
Athletic Building. Saturday, 
March 19, beginning at 8:45 
p.m. Free admission. 
■ Theatrical Performance: 
The Improbable Players, a troupe 
of performers recovering from 
substance abuse, present a 
series of poignant and humorous 
skits focusing on alcohol and 
drug abuse, co-dependency, 
women and addiction, and fami¬ 
lies in denial. Chase Hall Lounge. 
Monday, March 21, 7:00 p.m. 
Free admission. 
Student Art Exhibit offered an outlet 
for active participation in art process 
This mounted, mask-like face was one of the various subjects created by some of Bates' student artists. 
The exhibit, organized by the Bates Arts Society, previews some of the talent that will be showcased in 
the senior thesis display in the Olin Museum of Art in April. Rick Magnuson photo. 
By Oh Mee Lee 
Student Correspondent 
Easels, paint brushes, palettes, cameras and 
drawing pencils aside, a handful of talented stu¬ 
dents displayed their work in the second student art 
exhibit of the year, which was held last weekend in 
the Olin Arts Center. Though the turn out was small 
and the location a bit distant and modified, the art 
pieces received their deserved, but unfortunately 
few and virtually unappreciated, shining hours. 
Organized by the Bates Arts Society, the main 
purpose of the student art exhibit was to serve as an 
outlet for all students interested in art or familiar 
with its mediums to any degree. For the artist, the 
exhibit was an opportunity to display or test new or 
"shy" work. For the interested observer, the display 
was a chance to see what other students can and are 
creating. All student artists were invited to display 
their material, and the exhibit was open to the pub¬ 
lic. Despite the open invitation, however, only a few 
student creators and observers/interpreters took 
advantage of the opportunity to participate in the 
show actively. 
An exhibit like this can allow an artist to explore 
another dimension of the art "process," one in which 
an audience or the thought of an audience plays a 
significant role. By placing the art pieces in a new 
context, both literal and personal, the explorer opens 
a "sight-way" for constructive feedback, simple 
recognition, and possibly reassuring gratification (or 
simply creative fun and provocative impact). What¬ 
ever the return or reason, the art works acquire an 
almost organic form once they have a designated 
spot on the wall in front of "unsuspecting" viewers. 
Engaged in a growing dialogue, the works are given 
respectful acclaim. 
The individuals who gave their work a chance to 
breathe in a new space in front of new minds de¬ 
serve mention for their active contribution and skill. 
A broad sampling of experience and subject matter 
appeared on the walls of the transformed drawing 
studio. 
Jon Skelley '96 showed the range of his talent 
with two contrasting paintings. In soft pinks and 
light blue-greens, "'80s Marsh" recalled the quiet of 
an ocean floor, while "Disturbed Summer" jumped 
out of the canvas in its deeper shocking layers and 
texture. 
In modest paintings of city scenes, Brad Mascott 
'94 controlled the difficult medium of watercolor to 
produce a simple and thoughtful effect. Polly 
MacGregor '94, clearly not a newcomer to the art 
world, showed her brilliant use of color and ex¬ 
pressive brush strokes in two figure paintings. 
Also a return artist, Matt Tavares '97, once again 
displayed his admirable patience for depicting 
photographic-like drawings. This time he captured 
ARTS REVIEW 
familiar faces in a portrait of cheerful recognition. 
In a series of intriguing self-portraits, Leah 
Bassett '96 chose a contrasting technique of white 
conte on black paper for her careful touches of line. 
Her color samples also showed an understanding 
and "eye" for color theory and usage. 
Vanessa Richards '96 and Chris Tine '96 would 
not let us forget another important medium — the 
camera (and the dark room). Their differences only 
hinted at the possibilities. 
Gretchen Klausmeyer '96 and Beth Whitten '96 
similarly represented the familiar subject matter of 
the still life, but with distinct and refined techniques 
and styles. 
Similarly, Kim Gannett '95 and Amanda Boren 
'95 each evoked contrasting moods in their com¬ 
paratively different paintings of the same subject. 
Gannett's painting on wood was immersed in a deep 
pink that filled the panel, while Boren's canvas in¬ 
cluded the studio setting with her own seated figure 
in the painting, captured in ink-like browns. 
Finally, Ahmad Azadi '94 caught the viewer's 
eye with his wonderfully textured and expressive 
pieces in black. The delicate sheet of rice paper 
nailed to a beautifully complicated and layered 
wood panel painting of script left the viewer in¬ 
trigued by the mystery and movement. 
Words fail to capture the essence of this visual 
art or these particular works. This is perhaps some¬ 
thing to keep in mind with the advent of the next 
student art exhibit, the annual display of the works 
of Bates' senior studio art majors in the Olin Arts 
Museum beginning April 8. Students and the view¬ 
ing public in general should not miss this opportu¬ 
nity to appreciate the evocative works of Bates' own 
talented artists. 
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Russian play ‘The 
By David Kociemba 
Staff Reporter 
Overcoat” translates boredom of life 
Overcoat 
March 17,18,19 
Thursday - Saturday 
j Gannett Theater 
The ensemble cast of "The Overcoat" perform an interpretation of the Russian short story in Gannett 
Theater. The show opened Thursday and runs through Saturday, March 19. 
The senior thesis production of Nikolai Gogol's play "The 
Overcoat," directed and translated from Russian by 
Dassia Robertson '94, opened on Thursday and runs 
through Saturday, March 17-19, in Gannett Theater at 
8:00 p.m. The following review is based on a sneak pre¬ 
view performance on Wednesday, March 16. 
"We all came out from under Gogol's 'Over¬ 
coat'" — Dassia Robertson '94 attributes this quote 
to Dostoevsky in referring to the course of Russian 
literature toward realism after Nikolai Gogol. As the 
translator and director of the short story, Robertson 
chose to lend it a fairy tale quality in her adaptation 
of the work to the theater. This child-like playfulness 
may be present in the story itself — absurdity is 
certainly present in Gogol's other works — and a 
discussion of the story's tone would be an interest¬ 
ing and fruitful scholastic discussion. Unfortunately, 
Robertson's decision does not result in a compelling 
evening of theater, no matter how justified her de¬ 
cision was academically. 
"The Overcoat" is nominally the story of Akakii 
Akakievich, a lowly clerk. A poor man, he must 
suffer to buy a new coat to replace his old, worn out 
one. The short story focuses on his simple life and his 
efforts to sustain and better it. The plot is secondary, 
however, to the realism of the work and what the 
story has to say about devotion and Russian society. 
What lends the short story of "The Overcoat" its 
great power is its intense microscopic look at one 
man's life. By unfocusing the microscope provided 
by Gogol, however, there's just not enough to look at 
theatrically. This focus must be so single-minded as 
to draw the audience into a mundane, ordinary 
world. It is lost by the playfulness, and the precision 
of Akakii Akakievich's simple life is swept away. 
There may be moments of humor, of absurdity, but 
to extend these moments to the whole play only 
serves to highlight the boredom of Akakii 
Akakievich's life. Concerted attempts to make it in¬ 
teresting merely detract from the goal of simplicity. 
In attempting to make the ordinary interesting, 
Robertson made the mundane life of Akakii 
Akakievich boring for me, rather than fascinating. 
This disagreement with the director's choice 
does not extend to her choice of actors or crew. Each 
member of the ensemble cast faithfully evoked the 
playful, fairy tale atmosphere desired by Robertson. 
Charles Schroeder '94 created an Akakii Akakievich 
who was full of childlike awe and wonder. Indeed, 
his characterization was so complete that it was dif¬ 
ficult remembering that Akakii was an adult with a 
job. When he breathes the line, "such circum¬ 
stances..." his portrayal of a loss of innocence is par¬ 
ticularly poignant. 
Kevin Aheam '96 was superb as Petrovich, the 
tailor of the new overcoat. He had a nice moment of 
fatherly pride and sadness as he abandoned his 
work of art, the overcoat, to Akakii's care. Ahmad 
Azadi '94 excelled at seizing the spotlight for a few 
moments with his plethora of small, but important, 
roles. In particular, his irritable Wife of Petrovich, 
Thief and VIP guard provided moments of humor¬ 
ous incongruity, so often present in everyday life. 
The rest of the ensemble cast had their moments 
in the spotlight as well, even though they were pri¬ 
marily committed to developing the Russian atmo¬ 
sphere surrounding Akakii. Jennifer Moore '96, Hali 
Brindel '96, Ellen Daniels '97 and Rebecca Shaw '97 
provided the interweaving parts so necessary for an 
ensemble work. Each had a distinctive character 
even without lines: Moore was like a cat, Brindel 
suspicious and cynical, Daniels cheery, and Shaw 
stiff and authoritative. Moore also stood out as the 
Very Important Personage. Ben Dunlap '94 played a 
soulful guitar for much of the performance, adding 
further to the tragic tone of the play. 
The crew richly deserved their bow at the end of 
the performance. They brilliantly manage one of the 
most technically demanding shows of the year. 
There are over 20 scene changes, what seems like 
billions of props, and 82 light cues in the 75-minute 
show. "The Overcoat" demands a great deal from its 
crew, and they deliver. There were only a few tech¬ 
nical difficulties present in the dress rehearsal; these 
will hopefully be easily ironed out for the perfor¬ 
mances. 
Caren Frost '96 designed an intriguing set that 
captured the eye of the audience, and provided 
many levels for its actors, with ample room for the 
required amount of movement in this show. Frost's 
set supplied the show's actors with many nooks and 
crannies, of which they took full advantage. The 
costume designer, Sarah Ireland '94 did an excellent 
job as well. Akakii Akakievich's original overcoat is 
the most decrepit piece of material I've ever seen. 
The variety of coats and the quality of the basic cos¬ 
tumes of the actors also indicate the care and 
thought that went into designing the costumes. 
The only technical decision I disagreed with in¬ 
volved the "poster flipper" (yes, that was the tech¬ 
nical term). This person was in the balcony for much 
of the play, holding signs that announced the scenes 
on stage. Due to the amount of lit stage time, the 
position should have been filled by an actor who 
could react subtly to the action. 
Essentially, my gut reaction to this play was, 
"not my cup of tea." This play may be for you if you 
enjoy theater with an emphasis on music and 
movement and few words. 
Viking Jazz and Twinkies: A light look at novelty simplified 
By Mike Sklar 
Student Correspondent 
Two words: Viking Jazz. I'm 
sure you've thought about it. 
Think of it, iron clad men and 
women with those pointy hats 
playing Sammy Nestico's newest 
and hippest chart. Can you dig it? 
I knew that you could. The fact is 
that the Viking culture was much 
more musically advanced than 
previously thought. Musicologists 
have long placed Viking Jazz at 
the bottom of the musical jar of 
importance. It remained at the 
bottom with the likes of Barry 
Manilow and anything from the 
Pet Shop Boys. However, music 
students would always compare 
the style of this Norse Jazz to that 
of Miles, the Duke and Monk. Ac¬ 
tually, the Viking style was as 
unique as the hats they wore. 
The Vikings are not the first; as a 
culture we tend to underestimate 
everything that is new. Remember, 
Luke underestimated the power of 
ARTS COLUMN | 
the Dark Side when he was first in¬ 
troduced to it by Ben. The fact is that 
something new can sometimes be 
scary. 
I am talking specifically about 
Light Twinkies. Yes, our little yellow 
friends now come in the low-fat, 
low-cholesterol variety. At the gro¬ 
cery store the other day I came 
across these new items and almost 
went directly into cardiac arrest. I 
kept thinking to myself, what could 
Hostess be thinking? Who would 
want a healthy Twinkie? Part of the 
fun in eating a Twinkie was feeling 
the lard clog your arteries in the time 
it takes Spielberg to make a block¬ 
buster. I mean, it would happen over¬ 
night. 
This change in philosophy was 
quite a shock to me. Then I took a step 
back and realized I did not even 
know what this new variety of 
creme-filled, tasty sponge cakes 
would do for my oral sensors of joy. I 
proceeded to purchase a Light 
Twinkie. I found myself basking in 
the zest of life from the baked good's 
texture. The fact is that I enjoyed this 
new Twinkie quite a bit. It was not the 
same kind of enjoyment I received 
from the original Twinkie, but in and 
of itself, it was delicious. Then it hit 
me — Ding Dong, went my little 
brain chime. The Light Twinkie 
should not be compared to its prede¬ 
cessor, for they only share a 
manufacturer's label. 
At the very least, I encourage ev¬ 
eryone not to ignore the unknown or 
the novel experiment. Try a Light 
Twinkie. If you enjoy it, you have 
found yet another one of life's simple 
pleasures. If you find it to be too 
fat-free, you have experienced some¬ 
thing which has broadened your ho¬ 
rizons. 
Speaking of horizons, let us not 
forget our Viking friends. Do not 
turn your ears away from the sounds 
of the North Sea. Let your 
mind wander and ears absorb. Vi¬ 
king Jazz is here and here to stay. 
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Sports Friday,March 18,1994 
In team effort, skiers manage not to cross their tips 
\ 
Ali Stout '96 finished 20th in the slalom and 34th in the giant slalom at the 
NCAA's. The Bates women placed eighth overall. Franziska Moravec photo. 
By Jill Glazewski 
Student Correspondent 
This weekend's NCAA ski finals, 
held at nearby Sugarloaf mountain, 
brought the 1993-94 season to an 
eventful finish as Bates sent six indi¬ 
vidual competitors to the event, more 
skiers than the college has ever sent to 
the championships. 
On the nordic team, Ben Dunlap 
'94 was the lone qualifier for Bates. 
Dunlap fared exceptionally well, 
competing in a field that had con¬ 
tenders from both the 1992 and 1994 
Olympics. He came in 32nd place in 
the 20 kilometer freestyle, and 36th in 
the 10 kilometer classic. Dunlap de¬ 
scribed the chance to go to nationals as 
the fulfillment of a longtime ambition. 
"It has been my goal to qualify, 
and it has taken four years," he said. 
"I was just happy to be there and ac¬ 
complish this goal." 
With regard to the nordic team's 
recently concluded regular season, 
Dunlap said that overall the team was 
happy with how it did. The skiers' 
abilities improved over the season, he 
said, as did their results in competi- 
i tions. Additionally, the team was a 
A young one, which will only result in 
stronger years to come. 
On the alpine team, three Bates 
women qualified for the event: Heidi 
Bishop '94, Kitty Northrop '95 and Ali 
Stout '96. The three placed eighth 
overall out ofl9 competing schools. In 
SKIING 
the slalom, Stout came in 20th, Bishop 
26th and Northrop 28th, while in the 
giant slalom, Northrop finished 27th, 
Bishop 30th and Stout 34th. 
Bishop commented that she and 
her teammates were "disappointed 
with their individual placements, but 
their overall finish was a lot better." 
Northrop agreed: "Qualifying 
more [skiers] each year helps the 
team's overall finish," she said. 
The female alpine skiers finished 
off the season strong at the EISA tour¬ 
nament at Middlebury on February 25 
and 26, where they garnered third 
overall. This placement was a "sig¬ 
nificant sign of growth," according to 
Head Coach Tim LaVallee. 
In the men's alpine event two 
Bobcats qualified, with Jon Sawyer '95 
and Sean Clark '96 competing and fin¬ 
ishing 10th overall. Clark finished 
13th in the giant slalom and 25th in the 
slalom event while Sawyer finished 
20th in the slalom and 53rd in giant 
slalom. 
LaVallee said that, all things con¬ 
sidered,. this season was one to be 
happy about. "Putting this year into 
perspective, it was the best overall in 
the four years I have been at Bates," he 
said. 
The greatest dividend of this sea¬ 
son was the improvement of the pro¬ 
gram as a whole. Stout described this 
progression as something that took 
both the Bobcats and their opponents 
a little bit by surprise. 
"We made improvements that 
other teams didn't expect," she com¬ 
mented, "and [ones that we] were 
surprised by." 
Northrop agreed, saying that 
"Bates skiing is on the upswing. We 
are now able to compete with the big 
ski schools." 
After sending six skiers to the 
NCAA's, it would be hard to argue 
with that assertion. 
Two make All-American in track while one ’Cat nipped 
By Lynn Maziarz 
Student Correspondent 
Alexis Steinrauf '96, Pat Sullivan '94 and Joe 
Welch '94 all qualified for the NCAA Division III 
championships in indoor track this year, enjoying 
different levels of success at the competition held 
March 11 in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. While one Bobcat 
fell just short of All-American standing, two others 
received this honor with strong exhibitions in their 
respective events. 
Welch competed in the NCAA's for the fifth 
time, including both indoor and outdoor track, and 
gave his third indoor All-American performance in 
the 35-pound hammer throw. He had qualified for 
the championship under the automatic standard on 
January 9, at M.I.T., his first meet in about a year af¬ 
ter a semester off. 
"This was my fifth time at nationals," he said. 
"I've been three times for indoor and twice for out¬ 
door. It was sad because it was the last one I'll com¬ 
pete in — I was competing against a group of close 
friends and it's the end of my indoor career," said 
Welch. 
Welch finished fifth in his event this year and 
was fairly satisfied with his performance. "I placed 
fourth last year and because I was at home for the 
first semester of this year I didn't get to train as much 
as I would have liked to," Welch said. "I've been 
looking at this season as more training for outdoor 
[track] and I think generally my performance [at the 
NCAA's] was a par performance in a sub-par year." 
Welch said that he hopes to make it to Nationals 
again in the spring for outdoor track. 
Pat Sullivan competed in the 800 meter at 
Oshkosh and, while he came short of All-American 
status, made it to the finals with the third fastest time 
in his trial meet. 
"The [final] race was very tactical. It was very 
slow and it had a frantic ending. I had to pass on the 
outside and lost a lot of time and I got pushed 
around a lot," said Sullivan. "I felt like I should have 
been All-American in comparison with the other 
people on the race. It was tough getting that close 
and not getting it," continued Sullivan. 
Sullivan had qualified to run the half-mile at the 
NCAA's in a home meet on February 12 with a time 
that broke the Bates home record. Consequently, he 
brought to his championship event the fastest time 
in Bates' history. 
"It's been a really good season, but it's been 
frustrating," stated Sullivan. "I won a lot of races 
and from a team perspective I had a lot of fun. It was 
my best season so far and I'm happy with that," he 
said. 
Alexis Steinrauf was the only woman from Bates 
to qualify and run in the NCAA's and she made the 
most of her appearance by taking fifth place in her 
event with a time of 17:26.90, under 16 seconds off 
the lead, qualifying her for All-American status. She 
had qualified provisionally for the 5000 meter with 
her winning performance in the ECAC champion¬ 
ships on March 5 and was seeded eighth going into 
the National race. 
"My qualifying time was about 10 seconds over 
the automatic standard, and I ended up coming in 
under the automatic time by about 10 seconds," ex¬ 
plained Steinrauf. 
"This was my first time at Nationals, and I'm 
expecting to improve my times for next year. I kept 
from getting injured this season and that was defi¬ 
nitely a plus. I improved my times by about 10 sec¬ 
onds each race this season, and by 20 seconds in the 
final race," Steinrauf said. 
Due to her strong performance at the NCAA's, 
Steinrauf now holds the record at Bates in the 
women's 5000 meter. 
With the NCAA's the indoor season ended. 
Sullivan and Welch are looking towards only the 
spring season to further their success whereas 
Steinrauf, a sophomore, has several years of indoor 
track ahead of her at Bates. 
v 
<MISTER 
QflGEL 
336 CENTER STREET, AUBURN 
PHONE 777-7007 
Serving Breakfast until 1:00 p.m. 
Open Seven days a week. 
Hours 
Monday - Friday 
6-3 pm 
Saturday 6 - 2 pm 
Sunday 7 -1 pm 
EAT IN 
OR 
TAKE OUT 
Alchemical Images 
Daniel Larochelle 
199 Main Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Tel/Fax (207) 753-0252 
Books*Audios* Video Rentals 
Psychology, mythology, eastern and western philosophy, 
men's and women's issues, spiritual and theological issues. 
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Secret of ’Cats’ success: Frequent trips to the vet 
Trainer Mike Verille helps out a student-athlete. Trainers at Bates aid teams 
in injury prevention, first aid and rehabilitation. Rick Magnuson photo. 
By Gabriel Fried 
Sports Editor 
In any setting, there is always 
someone working behind the scenes 
to make things run more effectively; a 
production crew of sorts. When you 
go to see a movie, for example, you are 
probably going to see actors first and 
foremost but it is important to realize 
that there are many individuals who 
contribute to the final presentation 
other than the stars themselves. 
This is true with sports, as well. 
FEATURE | 
Although fans are most obviously 
struck by the performances of the 
competing athletes, there are a num¬ 
ber of other people who work in fun¬ 
damental ways towards the success of 
a team. Coaches, scouts and manag¬ 
ers are among these, and they are 
perhaps the most acknowledged by 
spectators. 
But at the very core of this group 
of aides lie the trainers, who insure 
that the athletes are fit to participate 
before games, tend to their injuries 
during events and supervise their re¬ 
habilitation if injuries persist. 
At Bates, George Finn heads the 
athletic training program, along with 
trainers Jennifer Plumb and Mike 
Verille. 
Finn added that "We have 20 stu¬ 
dent athletic trainers who have taken 
a class in health and care of athletic 
injuries as well as a 30-hour intern¬ 
ship." After completing this regime, 
the student trainers can cover events 
and practices and some have even 
gone on road trips with different 
teams. 
The responsibilities of trainers at 
Bates are multifaceted and can be di¬ 
vided into three rough categories: in¬ 
jury prevention, first aid, and reha¬ 
bilitation. The duties begin with pre¬ 
game and practice treatment via 
stretching, strengthening and bracing. 
eliminate the chance of unnecessary 
injuries and the agitating of any pre¬ 
vious ones. 
As gametime approaches, the 
trainers' responsibilities expand to in¬ 
clude not only the preparation of 
Bates' athletes, but the general super¬ 
vision of the sporting event as well, 
according to Finn. "We're responsible 
for getting water and ice to the fields 
as well as communicating with visit¬ 
ing trainers," he said. "If a visiting 
team has no trainer, we speak to the 
services are available." 
Trainers are present at all varsity 
home contests, said Finn. In addition, 
there is usually at least a student 
trainer present at club sports. "We do 
provide the same health care to club 
sports. But [because of busy sched¬ 
ules] we can't always have trainers at 
the events." 
An obvious aspect of the trailer's 
job is to tend to injuries during athletic 
events. Certain problems can arise in 
these situations; with the exception of 
seriously debilitating injuries, athletes 
generally want to return to contests 
rather than to spend time on the side¬ 
lines. 
Despite this pressure from play¬ 
ers, Finn describes the decision-mak¬ 
ing process as fairly straightforward. 
"Students appreciate what 
we do and we work hard 
to provide the best 
services for them." 
George Finn, head trainer 
"Once you've established all the facts 
regarding an injury, you know [if a 
player should return]. If a person 
can't run, jump, hop and skip they 
shouldn't go back into a game," he 
said. Until a hurt player can move an 
injured body part in normal motions 
without discomfort, they should not 
participate, Finn stated. 
Rehabilitation, in cases of more 
serious injuries, is the final area of the 
trainers' jurisdiction. Finn said that, 
although a physician diagnoses an 
athlete's ailment, it is the trainers here 
at Bates who oversee their recovery. 
"People have a goal, whether it is to 
get back on the field the tomorrow or 
next season," Finn said. It is the job of 
the trainers to make this transition as 
comfortable as possible. 
In the current system, either Finn, 
Plumb and Verille works with a given 
team throughout the course of their 
season. Through regular interaction, a 
rapport is established between trainer 
and athlete and a sense of "consis¬ 
tency," according to Finn, is founded. 
Finn said that this feeling of con¬ 
tinual care by a familiar trainer is one 
of the primary goals of his group. 
"You develop a nice relationship with 
[students]," he said. "Students ap¬ 
preciate what we do and we work 
hard to provide the best services for 
them, trying to provide the most pro¬ 
fessional health care. As long as you 
can safely provide them with a way to 
participate, they will be comfortable." 
True, when you attend a Bates 
sporting event, your primary focus 
should be on the students who are 
competing. They are the reasons, 
after all, that Finn and his colleagues 
are so important. But it is also just as 
important to remember that there is a 
connected process that occurs before, 
during and after the main events. You 
may only see what occurs on the 
figurative screen in front of you, but, 
in reality, there are people such as the 
trainers here at Bates who ultimately 
give the command for action. 
The hope of the trainers initially is to visiting coach to inform them that our 
DO YOU want: 
□ the best available airline fare information - including 
student, promotional, charters, and super-savers? 
□ choice of great Semester break promotions 
□ to make all your hotel, air, and car rental arrangements for 
business or for pleasure... without leaving the campus? 
THEN.... Call your Campus Travel Agency 
CAMPUS TRAVEL SERVICE 
CHASE HALL 
X 6051 (2 OR 3) 
r 
ce 
Country Inn Dining 
by Reservation Only 
A Complete Five Course Dinner with 
Four Entrees to Choose From. 
Moderately priced at $17.95 per person 
$12.95 Winter Specials and 
Vegetarian Dinners Always Available 
51/2 MILES FROM CAMPUS 
OFF ROUTE 202, GREENE, MAINE 
207-946-5990 
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BASEBALL m SOFTBALL m M. LACROSS m W. LACROSS 
N.E.S.CA.C. Standings 
W L 
Wesleyan.5 3 
Amherst.0 0 
Bates.0 0 
Bowdoin.0 0 
Colby.0 0 
Conn. College.0 0 
Hamilton.0 0 
Middlebury.0 0 
Trinity.0 0 
Tufts.0 0 
Williams.0 0 
Pet 
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.000 
.000 
.000 
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.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
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Bates.0 0 
Bowdoin.0 0 
Colby.0 0 
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Trinity.0 0 
Tufts.0 0 
Wesleyan.0 0 
Williams.0 0 
Pet 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
Summer at 
Brandeis 
University 
Liberal Arts 
Near Eastern and Judaic Studies 
Premedical Sciences 
Foreign Languages: intensive, 
on-campus and overseas 
Chamber Music Workshop 
Internship programs in: Law, 
Medicine and Health Policy or 
Public Service and Social Analysis 
Session II > 
■ June 6-Juty 8 
•July 11-August 12 
• Small classes taught by 
Brandeis faculty 
• Competitive tuition 
• Easy access from Rtes. 
i 28/95/90 
Information, catalog and application: 
Summer Program Office 
Rabb School of Summer, 
Special, and Continuing Studies 
Brandeis University 
P.O. Box 9110 
Waltham, MA 02254-9110 
(617)736-3424 4.4 
FAX: (617) 736-3420 
DEALS 
YOU CANT 
PASS UR 
■ NOBODY 
II KNOWS 
SUS.DOMINO’S 
How You like Pizza At Home. 
Call Us - 783-2200 
Or Stop in for 12 Minute Pick up Service at: 
62 School St., Auburn 
Hours: 
Mon. - Thurs. 4:30pm - lam • Fri. & Sat. 11am - 2am • Sun. 11am - lam 
CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 
A LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
FOR ONLY 
$7.49 
EXPIRES: 3-25-94 
v»i«3 at pe>tic>Mi>no s:o'e» c* 
CARRY-OUT OR DELIVERY | 
Monday-Tuesday 
Madness $7.97 
Buy a large cheese pizza & 
two cokes® 
EXPIRES: 3-25-94 
J (t pemopetong *«*•« only. Not valid with any otMt otter Pnees m | Customer oay» Wu tu wren aooacatue D*'.v»ry *'•« imwed to «n» 
Sranng. Our driver* cany tat* than 120 00. Ca*h value »• Our driver* 
penalized tor late oeevene* St992 Commo* Pizza, me. 
DELIVERY DEAL 
A LARGE 
PEPPERON1 PIZZA 
FEAST 
EXPIRES: 3-25-94 
only Not valid with any other otter: Pncer may vi 
here apeucaixa. Delivery area* limited to-en»ure * 
in then S20 00 Caen value '•»«. Our anver* ere 
51992 Dommo * Pizza. Inc 
CARRY-OUT OR DELIVERY f 
Student Special 
$6.99 
Buy a medium cheese pizza & 
two cokes® 
EXPIRES: 3-25-94 
N.E.S.C.A.C. Standings 
W L Pet. 
Wesleyan.2 1 .667 
Bates.1 1 .500 
Amherst.0 0 .000 
Bowdoin.0 0 .000 
Colby.0 0 .000 
Conn. College.0 0 .000 
Hamilton.0 0 .000 
Middlebury.0 0 .000 
Trinity.0 0 .000 
Tufts.0 0 .000 
Williams.0 0 .000 
W. TRACK &LIELD 
LAST FRIDAY'S MEET 
NCAA Division III 
Championships 
at Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
5000 meter final 
Individual results: 1. Copps (U. of 
St. Thomas) 17:10.75; 2. Thomas 
(Moravian) 17:19.24; 3. La Fleur 
(SUNY Cortland) 17:25.24; 4. 
Maranzano (Haverford) 17:26.90; 5. 
Steinrauf (Bates) 17:27.43; 6. Kocent 
(U. of Wisconsin-La Cross) 17:32.13; 
7. Berger (Williams) 17:34.57; 8. 
Patten (Brandeis) 17:52.94; 9. Schaefer 
(Baldwin-Wallace) 18:03.86; 10. 
Miller (SUNY-Cortland) 18:05; 11. 
Garton (Wartburg) 18:20.18; 12. 
Severance (Colby) did not qualify 
N.E.S.CA.C. Standings 
W L Pet. 
Wesleyan.1 0 1.000 
Amherst.0 0 .000 
Bates.0 0 .000 
Bowdoin.0 0 .000 
Colby.0 0 .000 
Conn. College.0 0 .000 
Hamilton.0 0 .000 
Middlebury.0 0 .000 
Trinity.0 0 .000 
Tufts.0 0 .000 
Williams.0 0 .000 
M. HOCKEY 
LAST WEEKEND'S GAMES 
NESCHC Tournament 
Colby 3, Bates 2 
UMF 1, Bates 0 
Bates 5, UMF 3 
Bates 6, Unity 2 
Call or send the 
results of your 
games to The 
Bates Student Box 
309, 795-7494. 
63 Sabattus St. Lewiston, Me 04240 
786-2827 
Delivering The Best To Bates!! 
Open 7 days a week 
Sunday through Thursday Until 11:30 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday Until 12:30 p.m. 
THE 
PRINCETON REVIEW 
IS NOW MEETING ON THE 
BATES CAMPUS 
for the 
LSAT • MCAT 
GRE • GMAT 
If you're serious about Graduate School, then prep w'th the best. Our course 
guarantees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors, 
not tapes or computers. For dates of upcoming courses, CALL TODAY. 
Courses on BATES Campus starting SOON! 
800-447-0254 
THE 
PRINCETON 
REVIEW 
we scon more 
|P 
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QUESTION ON THE QUAD 
What would you do about the incidents 
of racial harassment on campus? 
"I'd really instill upon 
students who are deciding 
whether or not to come to 
Bates what it means to get 
a liberal arts education." 
—Jill Cotroneo '94 
"I'd tell people that 
anyone who is harassing 
people racially should get 
a hobby." 
—Sarah Merriam '96 
■ Editor's note: In soliciting answers for this week's "Question on the Quad," 
reporters for The Bates Student found that students were overwhelmingly un¬ 
willing to answer the above question. Students declined to answer for several 
reasons, including that the question was "too deep," "too touchy" or biased in 
its wording. Other students felt that they did not wish to make a statement for 
which they would be labelled. We agree that, as with all questions, the wording 
may be misleading and/or inappropriate in its underlying assumptions, yet the 
reporters for this paper found that, in general, students were unwilling to answer 
this question in a public forum. 
"I'd let students on this 
campus know that it's not 
just a minority problem, 
that it's a problem that 
affects all human beings 
and that nothing is going 
to happen unless we all 
work together." 
—Rachel Reed '97 
"I don't want to answer 
that question because it is 
not inclusive of everyone 
who is being discriminated 
against." 
—Karen Sternfeld '94 
Reported and photographed by 
Jessica Christie and Alex Socarides 
The Bates Student 
is pleased to announce the appointment of Evan S. Halper 
to the position of Editor-in-Chief for the 1994-1995 academic year. 
We are currently accepting applications for the following positions for next year: 
News Editor ■ Forum Editor ■ Features Editor ■ Arts Editor 
Sports Editor ■ Photo Editor ■ Copy Editor ■ Advertising Manager 
If interested, submit a letter stating your interest, ideas and qualifications to Evan Halper, The Bates Student, Box 309. 
Applications must be received by Sunday, March 27,1994. 
